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WINDINSIDER NEWS

BUZZ >

ASIA-PACIFIC’S FIRST OFFSHORE WIND ENERGY
TEST FACILITY TO COME IN INDIA

CHINA TO FOCUS ON GOBI DESERT FOR NEW SOLAR,
WIND POWER BASES

INVENERGY ANNOUNCES START OF CONSTRUCTION
ON 250 MW SAPPHIRE SKY WIND PROJECT

RWE AND TATA POWER COLLABORATE TO EXPLORE
POTENTIAL FOR DEVELOPMENT OF OFFSHORE WIND
PROJECTS IN INDIA

The offshore wind energy test facility, which is being set up by

India’s National Institute of Wind Energy (NIWE) in Tamil Nadu’s

Dhanushkodi, is regarded as the first such project in the Asia-Pacific

region. Funded by the Indian government, this project would cost

Rs. 350 Cr, the 75-acre facility will have 2 turbines of 8 GW capacity

each, enabling advanced R&D tests. The project is expected to

come up in two years.

China’s brand-new renewable energy plans will concentrate on the

Gobi and various other desert regions, as it accelerates the building

and construction of significant brand-new wind and solar energy

bases and increases its transmission capabilities. China is drawing

up policies that will permit the “green and low-carbon makeover” of

its energy system.

Invenergy has started construction following the close of

construction financing for the 250-megawatt Sapphire Sky Wind

Energy Center located in McLean County, Illinois. Sapphire Sky

Wind will generate enough electricity to power nearly 80,000

homes each year while supporting approximately 300 jobs during

the 12-month construction period and 9 full-time operations and

maintenance jobs once completed.

RWE and Tata Power have agreed on a partnership to explore the

potential for joint development of offshore wind projects in India.

By joining forces and thereby combining these complementary

skills, a strong partnership has been forged; a robust and powerful

partnership that will support the Indian Government bringing to life

its ambitions for an Indian offshore wind market, and that will

contribute to the country reaching its net-zero targets.
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MNRE GRANTS ADDITIONAL 3 MONTH EXTENSION
IN SCHEDULED COMMISSIONING DATE OF WIND
PROJECTS

BAYWA R.E. ADVANCES OFFSHORE WIND
STRATEGY

INDIA TO INVITE BIDS FOR 2000 MW OFFSHORE
WIND ENERGY PROJECTS SOON: RK SINGH

WIND INDUSTRY ENJOYED ITS SECOND-BEST YEAR:
GWEC REPORT

TOTAL EREN COMMISSIONS 160 MW OF WIND
CAPACITY IN BRAZIL

Power Minister RK Singh said that India will soon invite bids for

2,000 MW offshore wind energy projects. “Our journey is

incomplete without offshore wind energy. We will bring bids for

1,000 MW in Gujarat and after that 1,000 MW in Tamil Nadu,”

Singh said at Clean Energy Ministerial Meeting. The minister

urged international investors to come forward and invest in

offshore wind tenders.

The wind industry enjoyed its second-best year ever in 2021, with

almost 94 GW of capacity added globally despite a second year

of the COVID-19 pandemic. This is just 1.8% less than the year-

over-year wind energy growth rate in 2020. This is a clear sign of

the incredible resilience and upward trajectory of the global wind

industry. However, as the Global Wind Report 2022 from the

Global Wind Energy Council makes clear, this growth needs to

quadruple by the end of the decade if the world is to stay on

course for a 1.5C pathway and net-zero by 2050.

Total Eren has successfully commissioned the “Terra Santa” (92.3

MW) and “Maral” (67.5 MW) wind farms in the State of Rio Grande

do Norte, Brazil. They will together generate 730 GWh per year,

which is enough to supply the needs of more than 400,000

households in Brazil.

Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) Wind Energy

Division has issued Memorandum regarding Time-extension in

Scheduled Commissioning Date of Wind Energy Projects

considering disruption due to post-COVID supply chain and

monsoon related disruptions. MNRE has decided that the entire

period of disruption i.e. 1st April 2021 to 15th June 2021 (both

dates inclusive) can be allowed as a time extension to RE

projects.

BayWa r.e., alongside partners Elicio and BW Ideol as part of the

Floating Energy Allyance, has secured the rights to develop a 960

MW floating wind farm in the NE8 area off the northeast coast of

Scotland through Crown Estate Scotland’s recent ScotWind

leasing round. The Floating Energy Allyance is one of 17 projects

to have been selected out of a total of 74 applications.



LATEST>

IBERDROLA TO INVEST MORE THAN US$ 10 BILLION
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THREE OFFSHORE WIND
COMPLEXES

400 MW FLOATING WIND FARM PROPOSED OFF
NORTHERN IRELAND COAST

Offshore energy specialist SBM Offshore is evaluating the region’s

offshore potential for the proposed 400MW North Channel Wind

floating project. Work is underway on a bid to open a multimillion-

pound offshore floating wind farm off the coast of Northern Ireland

by 2029. It is projected that the construction may start in 2027 and

the project would be operational by 2029. Both the sites together

would generate a combined 400MW, representing 13 percent of

Northern Ireland’s energy needs and up to 57 percent of domestic

requirements.

K2 MANAGEMENT PLAYS KEY ROLE IN PAKISTAN’S
WIND EVOLUTION

VESTAS SECURES A 51 MW ORDER FROM O2 POWER
IN INDIA

SOUTH FORK WIND PROJECT TO ADVANCE
ADMINISTRATION’S CLEAN ENERGY GOALS

Iberdrola continues to strengthen its global leadership in the

offshore wind sector, this time in Massachusetts. The group will

invest more than US$ 10 billion in the development of three

offshore wind complexes. Iberdrola is developing 2,800 MW of

offshore wind in three different projects and is developing an

interconnection line with a capacity of 1,200 MW to transport

hydroelectric power from Canada. Together, Iberdrola’s projects

will meet 35% of the state’s electricity demand with clean and

competitive energy, while helping to create around 4,000 jobs

during construction over the next few years.

K2 Management (K2M) has been appointed as Independent

Engineer for two Liberty Wind projects in Pakistan. It has been

appointed as an independent engineer to represent local utility

Central Power Purchasing Authority (CPPA) for the Liberty 1 and

Liberty 2 Wind Power projects, which will have a combined

capacity of 100MW.

Vestas has secured a 51 MW order from O2 Power Private Limited

for a renewable energy project located in Karnataka, India. As part

of the contract, Vestas will supply, install and commission a total of

23 V120-2.2 MW turbines to O2 Power. Deliveries of the turbines are

expected to begin in the third quarter of 2022, while commissioning

is expected in the last quarter of 2022.

The Department of the Interior recently started the construction of

its second offshore wind energy project. Secretary of the Interior

Deb Haaland was in East Hampton, New York, to commemorate the

groundbreaking of the South Fork wind energy project, the second

commercial-scale, offshore wind energy project approved for

federal waters in the United States. The South Fork project will be

located offshore Rhode Island and New York and have a capacity of

130 megawatts of wind energy — enough to power over 70,000

homes and businesses.

1,500-1,600 MW WIND ENERGY CAPACITY TO BE
ADDED IN 2022-23: INDUSTRY BODY

ENVISION AND IEAD INK LOI TO BUILD THE
LARGEST WIND FARM IN ASEAN

JAPANESE CONSORTIUM TEAMS UP TO REDUCE
COST OF FLOATING OFFSHORE WIND

INDIA TO BUILD SRI LANKA WIND FARMS AFTER
CHINA PUSHED ASIDE

MODEC, Inc. (MODEC), together with JERA Co., Inc. (JERA), Toyo

Construction Co., Ltd. (Toyo Construction), and Furukawa

Electric Industry Co., Ltd. (Furukawa Electric), has received, a

notice of acceptance of their joint grant application, under the

Green Innovation Fund program of the New Energy and Industrial

Technology Development Organization (NEDO), to conduct a

project to develop cost-reducing technology for tension leg

platform (TLP) floating offshore wind turbines project. TLP

mooring lines are expected to be more socially acceptable than

other mooring systems because they can reduce the space

occupied under the sea by 1/1,000 approximately (in the case of

100m water depth, as an example) and have less impact on

existing businesses such as the fishing industry and ship

operations.

India has agreed to develop three Sri Lankan wind farms on

islands between the countries. The project was taken away from a

Chinese firm. A $12 million project to build wind turbines on

three small islands in the Palk Strait between southern India and

Sri Lanka was awarded to a Chinese firm in 2019, with funding

lined up from the Asian Development Bank (ADB). But after Indian

protests about Chinese activity so close to its coast, work never

began and the project on the islets of Nainativu, Analaitivu, and

Delft was later scrapped.

Wind energy capacity addition during 2022-23 is expected to be

about 1,500-1,600 MW and will be about 2,000-2,500 MW in the

next year, said a top wind turbine industry body official. Tulsi

Tanti Chairman of the Indian Wind Turbine Manufacturers

Association (IWTMA) told reporters that in the last fiscal 883 MW

of wind power capacity was added in the country. As per Tanti,

state governments can tender out wind energy projects and also

come out with industry-friendly policies of captive power and

inter-state transmission of power.

Envision Group (Envision) announced that it has signed a Letter

of intent (LOI) with Impact Energy Asia Development Limited

(IEAD) for the supply of wind turbines to the iconic 600MW

Monsoon Wind Project in Lao PDR. The wind farm will commence

construction this year and is expected to achieve commercial

operation in 2025. Once completed, it will be the largest wind

farm in ASEAN as well as the region’s first cross-border wind

energy project.
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INSIGHT >

NEW GWEC REPORT IDENTIFIES FLOATING
OFFSHORE WIND’S CRITICAL ROLE IN LONG-TERM
GLOBAL DECARBONISATION EFFORTS

TORRENT POWER COMPLETES ACQUISITION OF 156
MW WIND POWER PLANTS FROM CESC LIMITED

EU WANTS WIND ENERGY TO BE 50% OF ITS
ELECTRICITY BY 2050

AEP TENDERS FOR 1300 MW OF WIND AND SOLAR
POWER PROJECTS IN INDIANA

BP AND MARUBENI FORM STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP
TO PURSUE OFFSHORE WIND IN JAPAN

The Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC) has published Floating

Offshore Wind – a Global Opportunity, a report setting out the clear

opportunity floating offshore wind presents for countries across the

globe. The report sets out the enormous role floating offshore wind

could have in the world’s drive, over the next decade, to reduce

reliance on fossil fuels such as gas, coal, and oil. The report focuses

on five countries – Ireland, Italy, Morocco, the Philippines, and the

USA which could spearhead the next wave of floating wind.

Torrent Power Limited has completed the transaction of acquisition

of 100% Equity Share Capital of Surya Vidyut Limited (SPV), a

wholly-owned subsidiary of CESC Limited. This acquisition initiates

Torrent’s renewable energy presence in the States of Rajasthan and

Madhya Pradesh and is in line with the Company’s strategy to grow

and strengthen its position in the Renewable Energy sector.

European Commission presented new measures in response to the rise in

electricity prices across Europe. The European Union wants wind energy to be

50% of its electricity by 2050. This means expanding onshore wind from 173

GW today to 1,000 GW and offshore wind from 16 GW to 300 GW. The

Commission suggests that another 30 GW of wind energy, on top of the 450

GW that its decarbonization scenarios foresee, could be deployed by the end

of 2030.

Indiana Michigan Power (I&M) has issued a request for proposal

(RFP) for 1,300MW of renewable projects. The RFP seeks about

800MW of wind power and 500MW of solar. The solar projects must

be within Indiana and/or Michigan, while the wind projects – which

require the availability of large amounts of land – can be in those

states as well as Illinois or Ohio. Indiana Michigan Power said it

expects some of the new renewable resources to be online by as

early as the end of 2024 and the full 1.3GW to be operational as

early as the end of 2025.

bp is partnering with Marubeni to explore a selected offshore wind

development opportunity in Japan. As part of their agreement, bp

will join with Marubeni in their proposal for an offshore wind project

off the coast of Japan, purchasing a 49% stake in the proposed

project. Japan is aiming to be carbon neutral by 2050 and has set a

target of deploying 10GW of offshore wind capacity by 2030 and

30-45GW by 2040.

SHELL ACQUIRES 49% SHARE IN AUSTRALIAN
WIND DEVELOPER WESTWIND ENERGY

ENVISION BAGS 596 WIND TURBINE ORDER FROM
INDIA

ACCIONA ENERGÍA ENTERS PERU WITH THE
CONSTRUCTION OF A 131 MW WIND PROJECT

ACWA POWER BREAKS GROUND ON UZBEKISTAN’S
FIRST PUBLICLY TENDERED 100 MW WIND
PROJECT

ANOTHER SIGNIFICANT MILESTONE FOR
SCOTLAND’S LARGEST OFFSHORE WIND FARM;
4800 TONNES PLATFORM COMPLETED

ACCIONA Energía is embarking on its first project in Peru with the

construction of a 131.1 MW wind farm in San Juan de Marcona, in

the Ica region. The wind farm will have 23 wind turbines, each

with a planned capacity of 5.7MW, that will produce 608

gigawatts per hour (GWh), enough to meet the energy needs of

478,000 households. From an environmental point of view, the

San Juan de Marcona wind farm will reduce CO² emissions by

275,000 tonnes a year.

ACWA Power broke ground on the 100MW Nukus wind project.

The ground-breaking comes less than two months after binding

project agreements were signed with the government of the

Republic of Uzbekistan and JSC National Electric Grid (NEGU),

the off-taker. ACWA Power won the bid after proposing a tariff of

US 2.5695 cents/kWh, which was the lowest in a tender process

that included 11 other bidders.

A new partnership between WestWind Energy (51%) and Shell

Energy (49%) has been established to grow and accelerate the

development of wind energy projects in Australia. WestWind

plans to deliver the existing 3,000 MW pipeline of renewable

energy capacity across NSW, Victoria, and Queensland,

significantly faster than under the current development plan.

Wind turbine manufacturer Envision Energy has bagged 1900

MW in combined orders from India. The orders comprise a total of

596 turbines, the majority of which will be delivered in the first

half of 2023. Each turbine has a 3.3MW nameplate capacity. The

turbines will be installed in five states across the country.

Scotland’s largest fixed bottom offshore wind farm and the

world’s deepest, Seagreen, currently under construction off the

Angus coast, has passed another significant milestone with the

successful installation of the 4,800 tonnes offshore platform

topside. At 40 meters long, 45 meters wide, and 15 meters high,

the heavyweight superstructure’s role is to collect and manage

1,075MW of power generated by the 114 Vestas wind turbines

before transferring it ashore via around 60km of offshore subsea

cabling.
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Hybridization of renewable power: 

In early 2000, Wind was a favorite investment opportunity for

most of the IPPs. There were many incentives for investment

in wind energy being offered. The size of the investment (from

MWs' point of view) was limited. It was a perfect combination

of small investors, OEMs, and proactive and investor-friendly

policies by state governments. All the windy states were

periodically coming out with feed-in tariff policies and the

sector was flourishing. 

At the start of the next decade, many IPPs came into

existence, sector attracted interest from foreign investors. The

central government came out with many new schemes like

RPO compliances, REC mechanism, Generation Based

Incentive (GBI) scheme to promote and attract investment in

this sector. These favorable policies attracted major

investments in the sector during the period and witnessed

high annual MW additions, to the tune of 5400 MWs of new

wind capacity added in the year 2016-17 alone. 

However, the sector took a hit in 2017 when the tariff-based

competitive bidding model for allotment of renewable

projects was introduced in India. This led to fierce

competition among all stakeholders finally leading to extreme

pressure on the complete ecosystem. With the rising cost of

wind turbines and land, the revenue margins shrunk

drastically. As a result, the total new wind capacity addition in

the past 5 years has been around 7 GW only. In spite of the

fact that the annual wind equipment production capacity in

India is more than 10 GW per annum.

Going forward, we foresee that cost competitiveness and

capacity ramp-up shall co-exist, towards which we see the

following factors to play a pivotal role in setting the course

right and faster for the wind power sector in India:

Due to the rising demand for round-the-clock (RTC)

renewable power, IPPs are preferring hybridization of solar &

wind technologies to enhance PLF. With the high cost of 

What is your view on the wind sector's performance in
India over the years? What can be done to uplift the
same?

Repowering of wind projects: 

Growing C&I Sector 

Inclusion of Small Investors 

storage and persistent tariff pressures, wind power is one of the

optimal sources to combine with solar to provide renewable

power during peak hours of consumption. Hence, the majority

of the new wind capacity additions in the coming decade will

be through hybrid projects.

High PLF, good windy sites in India, especially in Tamil Nadu,

Karnataka, and Maharashtra, have been occupied by old, low

PLF generating machines but with valid PPAs. These sites

provide an opportunity for wind developers to replace these

older models with new, advanced wind turbines to boost the

project’s capacity as well as PLF and more contribution

towards green units.

In the past couple of years, the market has also seen a shift

from state/central PPAs to PPAs with C&I customers and power

sales through exchanges. Additionally, the growing preference

towards the ESG factors will further make private PPAs an

attractive proposition. We anticipate more wind power projects

to be set up to cater to the growing private market.

In the initial years, small investors have played a major role in

the wind MW addition. But after the introduction of the auction

regime, this segment of investors is feeling left out as the

windfarm size has increased from 10- 25 MW to 300 MWs and

small investors are finding it difficult to participate at this level

of high investment. 

Advancement in wind turbine technology in the past few years

has led to the availability of high PLF turbine models, capable

of giving PLF of as high as 40% due to higher hub height, larger

rotor diameter, and WTG’s ability to function at lower wind

speed. India has also positioned itself as a leading

manufacturing hub for wind turbines under its “Made in India”

efforts.

What are some emerging technologies which are likely
to make a big impact on the sector?

In an exclusive interview with WindInsider magazine, Balram Mehta - President
WIPPA (WIND INDEPENDENT POWER PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION) and COO –
ReNew Power spoke about the wind sector’s overall performance and ways to uplift
the same. He also told us about emerging technologies that will impact the sector
and how India is currently positioned to achieve its 2030 Renewable target.

I N T E R V I E W
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President WIPPA (WIND INDEPENDENT POWER PRODUCERS
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Offshore wind is another untapped market in India. With a

7600 km long coastline, India offers high potential in offshore

wind, especially in the coastal states of Gujarat and Tamil

Nadu and our islanded union territories. Currently, due to a

lack of effective technology, and favorable regulations, India

has no operational offshore wind capacity. But, keeping in

mind India’s ambitious renewable targets, offshore wind can

be a plausible solution with a high potential to add ~30 GW

by 2030. 

On the power supply side, solar power will continue to grow

unprecedently, leading the country’s 2030 renewable target

and this will be coupled with wind installations. More and more

renewable hybrid projects and round-the-clock solutions will

be developed with high installed capacity. Several power

purchases models will co-exist in addition to govt. PPAs, such

as power sale to the third party, captive or behind-the-meter

projects, and/or power sale at energy exchange shall provide

alternate revenue options for IPPs. 

Finally, to ensure India is on the right path to fulfilling its

ambitious 2030 renewable target, a strong policy framework is

required from both state & central governments as well as

policymakers. Firstly, and most importantly pace of robust grid

strengthening has to match the growth of renewable capacity.

The second prerequisite is to enhance focus towards building

domestic manufacturing capabilities in solar PV, energy

storage, green hydrogen, and associated new-age

technologies which will be necessary to make the Indian RE

ecosystem self-reliant. 

Lastly, it’s prudent to bring necessary reforms to improve state

distribution companies (discom) financial health. All these

measures are critical to ensure reliability and faster integration

of renewable energy in the Indian power system.

India is among the largest growing economies in the world and

offers huge potential for growth. The country’s per capita

consumption of electricity is still low at 1208 kWh in FY 20 as

compared to the world average of 3300 kWh. So, on the

demand side, the electricity demand is expected to grow

substantially in the coming decade, and I am sure that this

increased demand will be met through renewable energy

sources.

Additionally, increasing decarbonization efforts of the country

will also generate high electricity demand as the government

focus on electrification of several sectors. With the increasing

uptake of electric vehicles (EVs) and green hydrogen,

electricity demand will multi-fold by end of this decade. 

 

How do you see India is currently positioned to achieve
its 2030 Renewable target?
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ARUN TRIPATHI
Head - Energy Business (Solar, Wind, and
Energy Storage), Hero Future Energies

The sector can be categorized into pre and post-FIT eras. In

the pre-FIT era, It was somewhat incubated by the agencies

with the help of policies and regulatory frameworks. Whereas

in the post-FIT era, the industry was found wanting in terms of

project implementation. The idea was to create a self-

sustained environment for this industry, but things have not

gone as per expectations so far. The auctions were good, but

the lack of synchronization between state and central

agencies resulted in a lower number of projects being

commissioned vis-à-vis the volume auctioned. The

government still needs to support the industry in areas such

as land acquisition and various approvals. Localization and

indigenization are the keys to success in the reverse bidding

era. We understand that reverse auctions take place at a

much faster rate than PSA approval and adoption of the tariff;

delays in such regulatory approvals raise concern over PPA

sanctity, thus dampening investor appetite.  Now with new-

age tenders like Hybrid, RTC, Peak power, Wind is set to play

a very important role and the future looks promising.

This year we have tried to optimize generation in our existing

600MW portfolio. We have commissioned a 27.3 MW wind

project in Telangana and are working on a 76 MW Wind

project in Maharashtra. We have been very calculative and

cautious when it comes to participating in standalone wind

tenders post-2019; after our successful bid in the NTPC Wind

tender(300MW); but, going forward wind will be an essential

part of our energy solution offerings; be it new-age tenders

wherein it is essential to blend wind with Solar or our

offerings in C&I segment.

How do you see the performance of the wind sector so
far? What can be done to give it a boost?

Lenders are accepting SECI/NTPC and Good state as off-

taker for project finance.

Pre disbursement condition for land acquisition. 

The cost of finance is still a challenge, and the prepayment

penalty is very high to consider the refinance of the project

post-commissioning. 

Very limited time is allowed for security creation within

which multiple approvals need to be secured and a lot of

procedural activities are required to be done.

Wind projects are falling under the renewables category and

there are many govt and private players for financing these

projects subject to certain conditions. The following are the

challenges as of date pertaining to wind project finance- 

We may see some new opportunities and avenues for the

refinance / construction finance of the projects, such as the

introduction of a rupee bond for the project to get the interest

benefit along with the increase in tenure.

We have faced several challenges in land acquisition and

getting approvals in the past 4-to 5 years. The transition from

FIT to reverse bidding has more or less been the same for every

IPP / OEM in this industry. Delay in regulatory approvals and

land allocation by certain states remain major concerns,

severely impacting project schedules.

Wind in the coming time is going to be much more critical than

ever before; I have no doubt that wind will be an essential part

of energy solutions going forward. Only thing is that the

industry needs to be localized and indigenized which further

needs support from the government. In my opinion, India is

going to emerge as a RE champion or leader in the region and

will continue to be the focus of attention, as a huge emerging

economy whose energy demand is increasing each day. The

regulators, policymakers, developers, and OEMs all know this

well and must operate in a synchronized manner for smoother

project implementation.

What has been the toughest challenge you've faced in
the wind business? How did you overcome the same?

What is your view on the growth of the wind industry in
the coming years?

How is the year 2022 progressing for Hero Future
Energies? What have been some recent developments
in the wind portfolio in your company?

What is your opinion on the present status of financing
in the wind sector? What opportunities are likely to
arise in the near future?

WindInsider magazine got an exclusive opportunity to interview Arun Tripathi,
Head - Energy Business (Solar, Wind, and Energy Storage), Hero Future Energies,
and learned about the wind sector performance so far, the status of financing in the
sector, and how wind sector can be boosted further. He also spoke about recent
developments in the company, challenges faced, and his outlook on the sector’s
future.

I N T E R V I E W
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Being an Engineer and Having 15years of career experience

in Rotor Blade Inspection and repairing, we understand the

defects and problems deeply in the field of rotor blade

services. We also understand the cost, time, and risk involved

in Rotor Blade Repairing at the site. To simplify the Rotor

Blade repairing process, reduce the repairing cost, reduce the

turbine downtime due to blade defects, and reduce the risk

involved in the blade repairing process at the site, We Started

Vily Wind turbine Access India Pvt Ltd in 2018 Feb.

To find a solution for the above-said hurdles, we Joined our

minds with the world’s leading Rotor Blade Access Platform

makers Kaufer GmbH. We are the service provider of Kaufer in

India.

DIRECTOR,

VILY  WIND  TURBINE  ACCESS  INDIA  PRIVATE  LTD.

OPERATIONS

|  Pg 14May-June Issue 2021

Kindly help our readers with your company
introduction and background. 

We have Kaufer’s KBP 2L Blade Access Platforms, which can

be used to access blades having 64mtrs length. Kaufer’s

blade platforms are the best for accessing rotor blades

globally. It is due to safety, Reliability, accessibility, User

friendly and Customer friendly.

Please tell us about the products and services
offered by your esteemed company.

We have periodic training for our staff and certifications for our

platforms from Kaufer GmbH., We plan and execute our

operations in parallel with our customer requirements and their

execution plan. Having handled many projects in the service

field, we know the importance of their execution plan. We

respect customers’ requirements and provide services to meet

their satisfaction levels.

What are the USPs of your offerings?

         Kaufer Blade Access Platforms (KBP) are
the best for accessing rotor blades globally.

In an interesting conversation with WindInsider
magazine, Mr. Vizhioli. D., Director, Vily Wind Turbine
Access India Private Ltd. Operations briefed us about his
company’s background, their product and services and
their USPs. He also spoke about the advanced
technologies incorporated in their products along with
their future growth plan.

F E A T U R E D  I N T E R V I E W

VIZHIOLI. D.

We use the latest Kaufer Blade platforms. Using Blade platform

shelters and lights, we can repair blades under cloudy lights

also.

What are some advanced technologies
incorporated into your offerings?
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 Using Kaufer blade platforms available with us, Blade damage

due to lightning can be repaired within a few days., which

reduces the downtime of the turbine and reduces the repairing

cost. Blades affected due to erosion repairing can be repaired

in four days, This reduces the turbine downtime in repairing

blades. After Erosion Repairing, increases power output by 4-

5%.

Being Expertise in Rotor blades, Our aim is to provide effective

engineering solutions in reducing blade repairing costs. To

address the Blade defect due to lightning or other blade

defects, We are also working to reach the site with our Kaufer

Blade platforms within a day to reduce the downtime of the

turbine.

- Safe, Reliable, Accessible, User & Customer friendly.

We are in plan to provide maximum services to our clients. By

increasing the lifetime of the blade, the customer becomes

profitable. We also extend our service in blade repairing and

Inspection as per OEM’s requirements.

What is your growth plan for the next couple of
years?



             There are hundreds of layers of

composite materials and build-up

components that need to be placed

onto the wind blade mold, and each

layer/component needs to be placed

carefully and accurately onto positions

on the blade mold.""

Overall, despite the pandemic, the business in the Wind

Industry has remained resilient. There is a constant need to

power businesses, transportation, communications, and

homes, and with the growing emphasis on “Green” power

from many major countries, the Wind Industry continues to

show resilient growth over the Pandemic years (albeit at a

cautious rate).

REGIONAL  SALES  DIRECTOR  (APAC )  –  IND,  LAP
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Please tell us about, what has been the overall
impact of the pandemic on the wind industry?

LAP is one of the world's leading suppliers of laser systems

that increase quality and efficiency through laser projection,

laser measurement, and other processes. In particular, for the

Wind Industry, our Laser Projector Systems provide visual

guides to Operators during the Wind Blade lay-up and

assembly process.

Please give our readers an overview of LAP's
products and services.

During the pandemic years, LAP has signed a global

agreement with LM Wind Power for the supply of Laser

Projector systems for their wind blade manufacturing lines in

their plants globally. To date more than 20 lines have been

delivered and are still ongoing; this includes LM Wind Power

plants in India. It is a great win-win story for both LM Wind

Power and LAP.

What have been some interesting developments
that have happened in your esteemed company
lately?

           Wind industry must brace the
headwinds to stay relevant and play its vital
role in India's energy transition.

In an exclusive interview with WindInsider magazine,
TK Chow - Regional Sales Director (APAC) – IND, LAP
gave us an overview of the company’s high-tech products
and the recent developments that took place in the
company. We learned the key highlights of LAP's Laser
projectors used for rotor blade manufacturing along with
the quality and compliance procedures followed to
produce these world-class products.

F E A T U R E D  I N T E R V I E W

TK CHOW

Our Laser Projector Systems provide visual guides to Operators

during the Wind Blade lay-up and assembly process. There are

hundreds of layers of composite materials and build-up

components that need to be placed onto the wind blade mold,

and each layer/component needs to be placed carefully and

accurately onto positions on the blade mold. Traditionally this

will be done by referring to edge markings on the blade mold,

physically measuring, and extrapolating before each

layer/component is placed. Traditional methods are prone to

errors and take a long time for experienced operators to carry

out. With the use of the Laser Projector System, the whole

sequence of layup can be programmed and advanced from

step 1 to the last step with the click of a button with the Laser

lines drawing out visual laser templates onto the blade mold

indicating where each layer/component should be placed to

millimeter accuracy. This would greatly reduce the layup time

(increasing production rate) and greatly improve the

accuracy/quality of the blade being assembled. It also makes

the onboarding of new operators faster as they just have to

follow the laser lines rather than waiting for experienced

operators to guide them on what to do.

Could you brief us on the key highlights of LAP's
Laser projectors used for rotor blade
manufacturing.
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             We are conscious of our

responsibility to use conflict-free

materials in our products. The use

of these resources is specified in

our Sourcing Guideline with

respect to conflict materials."

There is a growing trend for larger blades (both onshore and

offshore, but especially offshore) to feed the world’s Green

Energy goals. With larger blades, they become more complex

to build and use more composites for strength and durability;

it is also increasingly more critical that blades are made with

high accuracy and quality. The recent Ukraine-Russia conflict

has also driven the world to rush towards alternatives to gas.

Hence we are expecting to see much more developments in

the Wind sector. All these factors are driving factors for Wind

Blade Manufacturers to consider LAP Laser Projector Systems

to improve their production rate and production quality.

What are some technology trends that we are
likely to see in the wind sector in the coming
years?

LAP works to uniform standards and with certified processes.

For us, "Made in Germany" means the highest precision in

manufacture and quality inspection of each individual device.

The quality of our products, processes, customer service, and

management has been regularly certified by an independent

third party since 1996. All locations around the world use a

quality management system to EN ISO 13485 or EN ISO

9001. LAP processes are globally harmonized and certified, to

ensure efficient collaboration and smooth processes between

our locations. Our Code of Conduct documents the principles

and values we adhere to in all interactions with our employees,

customers, suppliers, society, and the environment as we

engage in daily business. We are conscious of our

responsibility to use conflict-free materials in our products. The

use of these resources is specified in our Sourcing Guideline

with respect to conflict materials.

We foresee that the Wind sector will continue to show resilient

growth in 2022 for LAP with the onboarding of new key

accounts.

What are the quality and compliance procedures
followed at LAP in order to offer the best and
most reliable solutions?

What can we look forward to from LAP in 2022?

https://www.lap-laser.com/
https://www.lap-laser.com/industry/rotor-blade-manufacturing/
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SR  MANAGER,  HEXAGON
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Please tell our readers in brief about the
products and solutions offered by Hexagon
with respect to Wind energy.

           Wind energy is clean, sustainable, and
cost-effective. It has been experiencing a
second wave of deployment worldwide.

F E A T U R E D  I N T E R V I E W

P. NAVEEN

CHAKRADHAR
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Today, sustainability is one of the most sought-after sectors.

Manufacturing processes in every sector, from aerospace to

automotive, chemical processing to oil & gas, and electronics to

shipbuilding, contribute to CO2 emissions and environmental

pollution and intensive use of our world’s precious materials,

water, and energy natural resources. Hexagon has always

believed that the future of Manufacturing lies in sustainability. In

2020, 27% of global primary energy generation came from

renewable technologies (wind, solar, tidal, and hydro). Wind

energy is clean, sustainable, and cost-effective. It has been

experiencing a second wave of deployment worldwide.

The development of wind energy, and the associated size

increase of wind farms, pose several Commercial & technical

challenges in the development of renewable energy drivetrains,

such as the cost of energy production, maintenance, reliability,

efficiency, and time to market: Another challenge in wind energy

production design is to minimize the Levelized Production Cost

(LPC).

Our solutions have a proven track record for delivering right-

first-time solutions via the use of our software and services. At

Hexagon, we have end-to-end wind energy simulation &

inspection solutions. The Design and Engineering division has a

long history of simulating various aspects of the structure of

wind turbines, such as blade dynamics, fluid aerodynamics and

wind farm placement studies, aero and Vibro-acoustics,

composite material modeling, fatigue crack  modeling, and

gearbox power electronics cooling. MSC Apex CAE-centric

structural analysis software has been architected for high Finite

Element Analysis (FEA) simulation productivity, and a  recent

partnership with DNV-GL and their Sesam software for offshore

wind turbine structural design has led to a highly focused and fast

engineering design tool. Romax Wind software has been officially

certified by DNVGL Renewables Certification as a recognised

method of calculating gear loads, thus shortening the time taken

to gain certification.

Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence also supports the wind

industry with highly accurate contact measurement machines

(CMM) to conduct wind turbine blade inspections, such as the

Leica T-Scan. Our QUINDOS software is used extensively to

ensure precision and quality standards for precise gear

manufacturing and production. Volume Graphics offers market-

leading industrial CT-scanning that allows users to identify weak

points where cracks and fatigue may form defects inside

manufactured parts non-destructively. CT-scanning also allows

for scanning during maintenance shutdowns to assess lifetime

weather-related and mechanical wear component deterioration.

Machine Learning (ML) and other data-driven Artificial

Intelligence (AI) technologies such as ODYSSEE are expected to

play an important part in research and development. During wind

turbine validation and testing phases, these AI approaches can

help focus effort on meaningful and relevant tests and fill the gaps

between physical validation from sensors and metrology with

reliable virtual data points.

Digital Twin creates a smart digital reality where virtual and

physical data can be used interchangeably in feed-forward and

feed-backward data loops to make better decisions. Although this

requires high-quality data from virtual CAE simulations and

effective use of sensors and metrology data, AI and machine

learning combined with cloud computing are becoming key to

making design efficient and scalable, stitching virtual and real

data together to analyse cumulative data patterns to produce

better-predicted outcomes or to prescribe better actions.

Hexagon today is well-positioned in the manufacturing sector as

Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence, with hardware and software

products that cover virtually all of the product development

lifecycle including design, engineering, simulation, production,

inspection, and data asset management — in other words, all of

the pieces and interconnections necessary to build Smart

Factories.

In an insightful interview with WindInsider magazine,
Mr. P. Naveen Chakradhar, Sr Manager, Hexagon briefed
us about the products and solutions offered by their
company, their differentitating factors, and their latest
achievements and certifications. He also spoke about how
Hexagon is adopting new technologies with respect to
their offerings and their current year plans.



Hexagon is uniquely positioned to deliver software and

hardware solutions across a broad array of sustainability

applications. Our sustainability mission is entirely focused on

putting virtual and real data to work in smart ways to increase

efficiency, productivity, and quality in renewable energy

facilities. In doing so, we mitigate the urgent risks of natural

resource depletion and waste.

No other company has such extensive end-to-end solutions

for the Wind Industry. Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) is

proven to reduce waste at the conceptual design stage,

reduce physical prototyping, minimise noise pollution, deliver

right-first-time customised and lightweight solutions, ensure

energy-efficient buildings, optimise materials usage and

fuelling the renewables revolution. CAE provides

manufacturing cost savings, productivity improvements, and

ultimately quality products designed with the intent to meet

all environmental challenges today, from your conceptual

idea to your product’s entire lifecycle in the circular economy.

We have solutions for every part of the wind sector.

Hexagon launched R-evolution in 2021 to reinvent and

empower how industry addresses complex environmental

risks. Even with a global pandemic that threatened the lives of

millions, governments and businesses worldwide propelled

solutions and technologies at an unprecedented speed. We

saw a lot of testing platforms, vaccines and treatments

introduced at an accelerated rate. While inspired by this

global effort, Hexagon turned its focus to a global risk

that has the potential to claim more lives and cause

permanent economic damage if left unchecked: the genuine

and urgent risks to the earth’s environment. Hexagon is in the

business of leveraging technology and data in ways that

improve productivity and quality while making processes

more efficient. The result is fewer inputs and less waste. The

concept behind R-evolution is no different. Sustainability

projects can benefit from many of the same sensors, software,

and autonomous solutions Hexagon’s customers use today.

Hexagon’s technologies already contribute to environmental

sustainability by improving efficiency, quality, and safety in

various industries and applications. At R-evolution, we call

these Hexagon’s “R” Solutions.

             Romax Wind software has

been officially certified by DNVGL

Renewables Certification as a

recognised method of calculating

gear loads, thus shortening the

time taken to gain certification."

What differentiates your offerings from other
players in the industry?

How do you see Hexagon adopting the latest
technology trends and applications in the near
future?

Romax Wind software has been officially certified by DNVGL

Renewables Certification as a recognised method of

calculating gear loads, thus shortening the time taken to gain

certification. Romax developed a wide range of wind

technology experience including the complete design and

simulation from concept to the manufacturing of nearly forty

high speed and medium speed drivetrains from 250kW to over

11MW, covering onshore and offshore (fixed and floating)

modular and highly integrated drivetrain design installations.

Romax has helped to develop the wind industry’s best

practices and holds over 10 patents related to drivetrain design

as well as 37+ DNV-GL certifications. Romax is a specialist in

the design and simulation of flexible planet pins and journal

bearings and the world’s number one independent bearing

expert.

Actions speak louder than words, while many speak about

carbon neutrality by 2050, as said earlier Hexagon has already

taken action on digitalising solar production. Renewable

energy is in focus and there is a willingness to invest in its

future for the good of the planet. But hurdles remain in place,

and so we must strive to increase efficiency through every step

of the manufacturing process to reduce costs and open more

opportunities globally. Reducing costs and making equipment

more resilient are key factors to ensuring clean, renewable

energy from facilities such as wind farms contributes

significantly to the energy mix everywhere. Despite the

renewed focus, currently coal, oil and gas still dominate, but

through innovative software inspiring lighter, more durable,

more efficient designs, we can affect change together.

What have been some achievements and
certifications received for your high-tech
technology?

What new can we expect from Hexagon in 2022
for Renewable energy?
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LATEST TURBINE TECH ADVANCEMENTS

P E R S P E C T I V E

Wind power is an extremely important component in enabling our planet to create more sustainable sources of power generation. With a

growing focus on renewables, the impetus for wind power capacity has increased dramatically too. If we look back 10 years ago and look at

wind power now, there is huge progress. The driving force behind this progress has been the turbines that produce wind energy. These have

become more powerful, more efficient, and more affordable for power producers. Wind turbines have existed for a very long time. Earlier, the

purpose of these wind turbines was to generate electricity in areas that were hard to reach for regular power systems. Things have moved on

since then, and in the last few years, turbine technology has been harnessed to generate electricity on much larger scales to feed into

existing power grids. The wind turbines of today are considerably and continually improving from the earlier models. We’re increasingly

seeing turbines become more cost-effective, more reliable, and capable of much more power production. The advancements have happened

in many different areas — rotors, controls, blades, electronics, and gearboxes — but the advancing technology used in wind power

production has always aimed for the same goal: making wind power a better choice for power generation. As the technology matures and

becomes more and more sophisticated, advancements are on the horizon that will extend wind project lifespan whilst simultaneously

lowering operational costs.
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Gopan PR 
Country Head Product &
Solutions, 
Envision Energy

India with over 1.3 billion population is the seventh-largest in

geography and ranks third among high energy consuming

countries in the world. Also, with the growing economy, rapid

industrialization, and the priority given by the Government of

India towards infrastructure development and India on course to

become a USD 5 trillion economy in near future, the demand for

energy will increase exorbitantly

Recognizing the importance of self-reliance and minimize

dependence on energy imports, the Indian government has set a

realistic target to install 175 GW of renewable energy capacity by

2022, which further expands to 500 GW by 2030. 

India is the 4th largest installed capacity of renewable energy

globally and India ranks 3rd in the renewable energy country

attractive index in 2021. Over the years, the wind energy sector in

India has emerged as a significant player in onshore wind turbine

grid-connected power generation capacity with +40GW capacity

operational till Q1’22. It supports the requirement for sustainable

growth. Wind has emerged as an integral part of the solution to

meet the Nation’s energy needs. 

In India, the wind industry over the last 3 decades has evolved

significantly & contributed towards RE development. India is

blessed with immense wind energy potential for onshore turbines

and with further opportunities to add generation capacity with

offshore turbines in Gujarat & Tamil Nadu. Today, Wind contributes

to more than 50% of the total RE capacity in India.

In India, from the early days, onshore wind turbine equipment

commissioned is with matured wind turbine technology, always at

par with the best in the world. Today, India has a strong

manufacturing base in wind power and different wind turbine

models of international quality. OEMs in India put all efforts to do

localized manufacturing and over a period after introducing the

new turbine configuration try to achieve a maximum percentage of

turbine components localized to offer better CoE turbines to IPPs &

C&I windfarm developers. In India, we have OEMs from different

parts of the world mainly Europe, the US, and China.



Rotor blades are critical to achieving the lowest LCoE and

performance of the Turbine for the operational life of the turbine,

hence, an innovative blade design approach is in practice to

increase energy capture. Majorly, blades are manufactured with

glass fibre with polyester or epoxy-based and done with carbon

fibre also to have cost-effective lighter and stiffer blades. Blades

are made to address the following requirements- low noise during

operation, reliable anti-dust paint & leading-edge protection

coating, effective lightning protection system, blade add-ons to

improve performance, and reduced blade soiling losses by better

aerodynamics. Recently, the focus is on the use of recyclable

materials, the automation of blade manufacturing for attaining

consistency in quality and optimizing throughput and having

split/segmented blades for ease of transportation. Moreover, the

industry is exploring new advanced materials for wind turbine

blades; e.g. hybrid composites, thermoplastic composites, bio-

based fibres, and resins.

Different tower construction type has been seen for Wind turbine

Towers, such as full lattice structure, tubular steel, concrete, and

Hybrid ( Lattice & Concrete bottom portion with tubular steel

top).Tubular steel towers are most widely utilized for wind

turbines, soft-soft tower design with better controller help to have

optimized reduced weight. However, the use of concrete material

is becoming more attractive considering most of the wind farm

construction sizes are 200+ MW in India. Considering the steel

price variability, logistic & installations challenges, optimized site-

specific tower design of hybrid, concrete, and segmented tower

technology options can also be an attractive proposition.

Envision Group is a world-leading Greentech company. With the

mission of ‘solving the challenges for a sustainable future. Envision

designs, sells, and operates smart wind turbines through Envision

Energy and the world’s largest AIoT operating system through

Envision Digital

Having sold GW capacity of wind turbines (on/offshore) in the last

few years, Envision has scaled up to be the leading wind turbine

maker in China and the fourth largest in the world in 2021. Envision

Group was ranked among the Top 10 of the 2019 ‘World’s 50

Smartest Companies’ by the MIT Technology Review. Envision

Group joined the global ‘RE100’ initiative and became the first

company in mainland China committed to 100% renewable

electricity by 2025.

Envision is committed to creating a world of beautiful energy where

everyone has access to clean, secure, and affordable energy. From

next-generation smart wind turbines to integrated energy

management systems, our offerings span wind, storage, and

beyond.

TURBINES 

DEPLOYED GLOBALLY

INSTALLED WIND POWER 

BY END OF 2021

OF ENERGY ASSETS 

MANAGED BY EnOS

Traditionally, for onshore wind turbines, commonly used is site-

specific optimized design with slab type gravity foundation.

However, further optimal design with a wall/rib type foundation is

a possibility if consistency in quality can be ensured. Further, a

high-rise foundation of 5 to 10m can be looked into to have

optimal tower weight and to address logistics challenges if the

tower bottom section diameter goes beyond 4.5m.

Envision Energy started Operation in 2016 in India and made a

mark in the country, through a market-leading performance of its

2 MW platform (EN131/2500) and commissioned 232.5MW

capacity in Gujarat by 2019. Envision has so far listed three of its

wind turbine generators (WTGs) model’s in the Ministry of New &

Renewable Energy’s(MNRE), Revised List of Models &

Manufacturers (RLMM). These include the 2.3 MW WTG with a 

115 m rotor diameter, 2.5 MW WTG with a 131 m rotor diameter,

and in 2021, introduced 3.3 MW WTG with a 156m rotor diameter,

having 140m Hub Height which has the largest swept area in the

country. These WTGs are type Certified by DNV-Germany and EN

156-3.3MW turbine Technical Due Diligence (TDD) done by DNV-

India for the Indian market. 

As of March 2022, on the Global front, Envision has firm orders for

this turbine model, making it, the most preferred WTG in different

countries including India. EN 156 3.3 turbines will have the option

of Envision blade and also LM blade and these blades are highly

efficient & have a highly reliable Lightning Protection System (LPS)

and have industry-leading, special high-performance coating as

Leading-edge protection (LEP). This turbine has an in-built online

Condition Monitoring System (CMS) especially developed in-house

by Envision. This advanced, CMS help in early fault detection,

optimized efficiency, and increased turbine availability.

Envision turbines are precisely engineered for performance and

reliability. Sensor-integrated turbines optimize wind farm

performance. The 2MW, 3MW, and 4MW turbine platforms are

specifically designed for Indian wind climatic conditions. Envision

has taken lead in the industry to develop the “smart turbine” with

its exclusive core technology of smart controls, advanced

measurement methods, expert data analysis, and active

performance controls. The effective combination and application of

these ground-breaking technologies have enabled these turbines

to accurately perceive their own status and external environmental

conditions. This ensures that the turbine will function at its optimal

working condition for maximum power generation and longer

service life. Through a “software-defined turbine” approach,

Envision has surpassed the technological limits of traditional wind

turbines and increased the efficiency of wind power generation.

Envision over a period, enhanced the capacity of assembling

nacelles and hubs at the Pune plant to meet the Indian market

demand. A new blade manufacturing facility is being set up shortly

as well. 

Considering Indian climatic conditions, turbine manufacturers are

implementing ways to improve the efficiency and output of

turbines. Towards this, selection of turbine for an operational

period of 25 years with optimal Bigger Rotor diameter, Site-

Specific Higher tower height, Optimal Rating of turbine and site-

specific optimal power curve depends on wind resource

assessment, turbine suitability study for the site conditions

including seismic, cyclone & atmospheric temperature.

Assessment, using advanced CFD-based simulation tools is

helping the industry to have realistic estimates upfront on

AEP/PLF with good micro-siting possibilities for different types of

terrain (Flat, semi & complex terrain) and with better Wake

modeling capabilities. Reduced wake losses have an advantage

on improved turbine reliability through reduced turbine loads.

This in turn reduces O&M OpEx costs. Advanced SCADA system

and in-built CMS (Condition Monitoring System) in wind turbines

help to manage the machine performance and help to improve

machine availability with predictive maintenance.

Blade: 

Tower:

Foundation:

ENVISION ENERGY

12,500 40GW 360GW
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Niraj Shah 
Vice President (O&M, Wind) -
Apraava Energy

We all wish to progress and reduce our carbon footprint too,

which are contradictory, per capita power consumption is one of

the important parameters of measuring progress. It makes

complete sense that we generate energy more responsibly as

consumption will keep growing as the developing countries

accelerate their progress.

Our ancestors had always recognized wind as a source of energy

and used it in various applications including propulsion of boats,

grinding of grains, pumping of water, etc. In the last couple of

decades, however, the harnessing of wind energy to generate

electricity has become the dominant application. The wind

turbine generators dawned on the utility scales in the ’80s and

their community has prospered.

Original Equipment Manufacturers [OEM]

System Integrators & Wind Farm developers

Digital Eco-System [CMS, Analytics, Forecasting, etc]

Technical Optimizing Expertise [Non-OEMs]

Responsible Utilities & Consumers

Limbs of Mr. Arnold Schwarzenegger on Torso of late Michael

Jackson 

Limbs of late Michael Jackson on Torso of Mr. Arnold

Schwarzenegger

My definition of eco-system primarily includes

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

I consider all the components of the ecosystem as equally

important for the progress of this sector. If we consider our body as

a synonymous representation of the ecosystem, what would we

prefer:

The way we wish to have a perfect body with all body parts

developing proportionately for ourselves, the wind eco-system also

should flourish proportionately. I have highlighted some of the key

technological aspects as I see in the most happening sections of

the Eco-system.

The wealth of knowledge built on innovation and experience

derived from their previous creations is the thriving force for the

eco-system. OEMs are driving the LCoE lower by designing turbines

that can provide higher capacity utilization factors [CUF] for the

same resource and new designs which can harness the resources in

unchartered territories.

The primary objective of achieving higher CUF is mainly fulfilled by

increasing the hub height AND/OR Rotor sweep area. However, the

engineering gets complicated as we scale higher heights/rotor

sweep areas. It means we will need the designs to evolve using

newer materials/combinations of materials to provide more resilient

blades. Higher hub heights and Blade length will need special

protective materials for the tips and the leading edge of the blades

to prevent erosion. Moreover, since the lightning affinity is

increased, an effective discharge mechanism is required to provide

an operating life of 20 years. The blade materials may become more

eco-friendly than their existing version. 

The Offshore WTG’s have now crossed @ 15 MW / 230M Dia / 160

M Hub Height and their Onshore siblings are crossing @ 6 MW /

160m Dia / 160 M Hub Height. 

As the development continues across the world, per capita

energy consumption is bound to rise

The consumption will drive economic growth and hence can’t

be compromised on

The generation of Electrical energy however can be done from

more sustainable alternatives

The renewable generation by nature is intermittent and hence

has to integrate with the grid in a manner that doesn’t hamper

grid security

The world is developing a more unified view on the following:

This unified view is at the core of the enabling policies being

developed by policymakers the world over. The drive of the

policies is to ensure that the ecosystem for wind energy develops

holistically.

Background:

Original Equipment Manufacturers [OEM]:

The Opportunity:
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Condition Monitoring for Key Components

Turbine Operational Analytics based on AI/ML Models

Generation Forecast [based on weather forecast]

Windfarm Generation Management [Wake Effect Reduction

programs]

Lifetime Assessment of Key components based on neural

algorithms 

The primary Operational Fundamental is: You can ONLY control

what you Measure

One of the vital enablers to increased reliability/CUF is the

digitalization of WTG which should allow collaboration of the

WTG with the digital eco-system. I believe, one of the biggest

opportunities and challenges for India in the next decade would

be the integration of renewable energy into the grid in a

sustainable manner. The scale of New Renewable Energy

generation assets likely to be built by India is humungous and the

timelines planned to make it even more challenging. 

The primary participants of the digital eco-system apart from the

WTG SCADA are

It is mandatory to automate each component of the eco-system

for successful integration. All the components of the Digital Eco-

System should have the ability to interact and respond to each

other to maintain the quality and integrity of the grid.

I believe that the new developments that we are likely to see in the

wind turbines in the next 5 years, will make them more reliable,

digitally transparent and allow them to play a major role in the

energy transition. The construction materials will evolve with more

eco-friendly [including that of blades] alternatives and the new

developments would help in extension of the lifetimes of the

operational turbines beyond 25 years. The consumers and the

stakeholders will be wiser and focus on integrated operations of

renewables with other forms of energy to provide secured and

reliable electrical energy rather than low-priced unreliable energy.

Many components of the Digital Eco-System will need high

resolution, high-speed data. Hence going forward I do foresee the

Edge Computing devices being stationed at each of the WTG with

high-speed data connectivity [5G or Broadband Services], which

will be capable of serving multiple components in the digital eco-

system. Cyber Secure architecture is the key to enabling this

transition to a more digitalized WTG.

 

I believe that as wind energy plays a more central role with its

higher CUFs, the Engineering Standards will evolve as well to

mandate a certain level of digitalization by design. This in my view

is the key to the integration of renewable energy.

Going forward we are likely to see many new aspects emerging

like jointed blades, 3D printing of blades, Newer composite

materials for lighter blades, etc. The Nacelles are likely to be more

compact with better heat evacuation capabilities and equipped

with more sensors [Blade monitoring systems, Vibration

monitoring systems, fire detection & fire-fighting equipment, etc.]

to support better condition monitoring and enable predictive

maintenance regimes.

Digital Eco-System:

As I see it after 5 years:
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              In the last couple of decades,

however, the harnessing of wind

energy to generate electricity has

become the dominant application." 



F E A T U R E D  A R T I C L E

T he COVID 19 pandemic has led to a new wave

of awareness and an acceleration in the

deployment of sustainable energy sources.

Wind energy in particular has been currently

experiencing a second wave of deployment 
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around the world. By 2050, we expect renewable energy

demands to rise to 75% of global primary energy generated. In

addition, projections indicate renewable power generation

will reach a cost crossover point in the next 5 years as the cost

of generation will offer advantages over traditional coal and

gas-powered electricity stations in most regions of the world

by 2030.

For a wind turbine transmission system, key components like the

generator, gearbox, and blades have the highest failure rates.

Gearbox failures and generator failures are mainly caused by

bearings. Turbine blades are prone to fatigue stresses and cracks

due to strains on blades, the tower or the gearbox components

and even bird strikes. In addition, random natural events like

lightning, icing on blades and acoustic pollution can also result in

failure.

Technologies like Computer-Aided Engineering powered by

companies like Hexagon have enabled the renewables

industry to achieve greater productivity, and more sustainable

and innovative renewable energy technology development

and operations for the last 25 years. Romax Technology,

which was acquired by Hexagon has developed a wide range

of wind technology experience including the complete

design and simulation from concept to the manufacturing of

nearly forty high speed and medium speed drivetrains from

From Design to Simulations to Inspections

From Concept to Certification

FACILITATING ADVANCEMENTS IN WIND
ENERGY SOLUTIONS 

SRIDHAR DHARMARAJAN (DS)
Executive Vice President & Managing
Director - India, Manufacturing
Intelligence Division, Hexagon

ARTICLE BY:

MSC Software, acquired by Hexagon in 2017, also has a long

history of developing wind turbine simulation solutions

including turbine design aspects like blade dynamics, fluid

aerodynamics, wind farm placement, aero- and vibro-

acoustics, composite material modeling, fatigue crack

modeling, and gearbox power electronics cooling. With a long

track record of providing highly accurate contact

measurement machines to the wind industry, Hexagon

Manufacturing Intelligence is also a leading tool in the

accurate manufacturing and production of turbines. The

Volume Graphics tool also makes Hexagon the leading

provider of industrial CT scanning that allows users to perform

non-destructive analysis of manufactured parts to identify

potential points of cracks or fatigue, as well as in maintenance

assessments of lifetime weather-related and mechanical wear.

 750kW to over 11MW, covering

onshore and offshore (fixed and

floating) modular and highly

integrated drive design installations.

Romax has helped develop the wind

industry’s best practices and holds

over 10 patents related to drive train

design as well as DNV-GL certification.

Romax has developed and applied

CAE model-based Right First Time

drivetrain development processes

from concept to certification to offer

detailed performance prediction and

risk assessment of rotor bearings, as

well as simulating and designing wind

turbine drivetrain test rigs. Rotor

bearings in particular for wind turbines

make up a significant portion of the

drivetrain capital expenditure

(CAPEX), typically having long supply

lead times and being expensive to

replace if they fail prematurely. It is

therefore critical that they are

specified correctly. Romax empowers

engineers to carry out ‘what if?’

studies to de-risk their designs.

               Intelligent technologies incorporating machine

learning and artificial intelligence such as ODYSSEE,

also a recent Hexagon acquisition, are only the tip of the

iceberg when it comes to innovating newer and more

robust turbine designs digitally.



Hexagon’s multiphysics simulations help engineers in wind

energy R&D departments to optimize designs, by providing ways

to evaluate choices of materials and manufacturing processes.

Intelligent technologies incorporating machine learning and

artificial intelligence such as ODYSSEE, also a recent Hexagon

acquisition, are only the tip of the iceberg when it comes to

innovating newer and more robust turbine designs digitally.

These approaches are expected to be especially helpful in filling

the gaps in physical validation with reliable virtual data points,

thus creating a smart digital reality (a digital twin) that can

replace physical data when needed. AI and machine learning

combined with cloud computing is becoming key to making

design efficient and scalable, stitching virtual and real data

together to analyse cumulative data patterns to predict better

outcomes or to prescribe better actions.

Hexagon also provides expertise in the form of technology

consulting to enable engineers to make the best possible

decisions and fully leverage the power of the available

 technologies and tools. Some of the key offerings in the wind

turbine technology space include concept sizing and layout

studies, drivetrain simulation and design risk assessment,

structural optimization, electromechanical, acoustic, and

thermal behaviour modeling, as well as manufacturing and

failure analysis.

In addition, Hexagon supports the wind industry with highly

accurate contact measurement machines (CMM) to carry out

wind turbine blade inspections. Hexagon’s QUINDOS software

is used extensively to ensure precision and quality standards

for precise gear manufacturing and production.

Hexagon helps companies tackle both commercial and

technical challenges in the development of renewable energy

solutions such as the cost of energy production, maintenance,

reliability and time-to-market. Providing a deep understanding

of physics and technology, Hexagon helps provide a scalable

solution to design, manufacture, and test as well as automate

these processes effectively.

Optimizing Design for Wind Energy
Solutions
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               Perhaps the e-reverse bidding

has met the expectations of the central

government & delivered in line with their

vision of wind Power installation of

60GW by 2022. It was good news for

Wind Industry, they were not just

delivering clean energy but were also

financially competitive with major

investment from the private sector &

80% of manufacturing being done in

India.

Manvendra Singh 
Deputy Manager, Customer Assets, Siemens
Gamesa India

A WIND INDUSTRY SAGA, INDIA.
Will it continue to be in a lull or it will reach its peak?

O P I N I O N

Two decades-long wheels were broken with the introduction of

reverse bidding by the Central government. A long era of feed-in

tariff regime was removed; wherein the power rate was decided

by the state electricity regulator. E-reverse bidding was

introduced & an open electronic platform was created for fair and

transparent bidding visible to all players to seek the lowest per-

unit price via auction. This was a big step by the central

government to change the wind industry in India, would it help to

create a competitive wind industry, or it should destroy the

industry itself which has been growing slowly & consistently with

government support in various states?

The bidding regime ensured aggressive bidding from all

developers. Seemed like bidders relished the new empowerment

from central bids & participated enthusiastically to discover new

tariffs for the Wind Projects. It led to a rapid fall in tariffs from over

Rs 4 per kWh during the feed-in tariff era to stabilizing to Rs2.80

per kWh. Perhaps the e-reverse bidding has met the expectations

of the central government & delivered in line with their vision of

wind Power installation of 60GW by 2022. It was good news for

Wind Industry, they were not just delivering clean energy but

were also financially competitive with major investment from the

private sector & 80% of manufacturing being done in India. For the 

first time, the wind tariffs discovered were lower than the average

rate of power generated by coal-based projects. The wind Industry

successfully demonstrated its potential & capability to play a bigger

role in meeting the energy requirements of India. The reverse

bidding delivered a lower per-unit cost of energy, but it also flushed

out medium investors from the market & now installations are

mainly focused in two states of Gujarat & Tamil Nadu compared to 7

states earlier. The responsibility is with the central government now

in case Wind Industry must deliver big & write a success story. It’s

not what we dream but what we can deliver on-ground only matters

at the end. 

As if reverse bidding weren’t enough, India has been disrupted by a

global pandemic. Despite having the must-run status, the

operations & installations across Industry had been affected and

there is a considerable increase in critical raw materials costs

raising doubts about delivering & operating the wind projects

profitably in long run. The installation has been affected severely

and the total cumulative installation post bidding era has barely

been over 7000MW. The total wind Installation in India stands at

40.10GW as of 31st Mar 2022 against the vision of 60GW. There is a

huge gap, will industry & government be able to deliver despite all

short terms & long-term challenges is a key question that is yet to

be answered?

What is laudable is despite all challenges Central Government has

awarded more than 14GW wind projects from 2017-2021 & also

putting efforts to address challenges of land availability, Grid

evacuation & bad financial condition of DISCOMS. A good demand

has been created for the renewable sector in India what needs to

be fixed is the supply-side; the wind Industry along with solar &

energy storage has a big role to play in meeting the ever-growing

energy demand of India for the next decades. Though the last 5

years have been a lull, the Wind industry seems to be ready now to

pick up with better & bigger capacity turbines.
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D
highest installation of over 5400MW in the single year of

2016-2017 struggled to even install 1762MW in the next

financial year of 2017-2018. What did go wrong? 

isruptions break even the strongest, the Indian

wind industry has been going through a roller

coaster ride for the last 5 years. The industry

which achieved a remarkable feat & did the 



                Managements must focus

beyond excel sheets, increase boots on

the ground, train teams to take techno-

commercials decisions and increase the

use of technology (AI, ML, collaboration

software, equipment tracking, etc) in

development and construction.

Aashish Swarup 
Head - Wind Business, Sprng Energy
ex COO of Continuum Energy and Skeiron
Renewable

RE-IMAGINING WIND FARMS IN INDIA

O P I N I O N

Lowering windfarm life cycle capital cost at least by 5%

Achieving an energy yield of the P75 and P50 range. Further,

P50 can be targeted; with the help of high-density wind data

in India

Significant reduction (~ 80-90%) in D&C risks (mainly right of

way, crane movement, and approvals) by plant layout, micro-

detailing of land & site, and granular leveling planning with

agile delivery if a decision to the front line. 

Achieving plant availability of above 99%

Reduction of electrical losses below 3%

Significant reduction in interest during construction and

starting revenues early by executing feeder wise 

challenging existing thumb rules

setting the right decision matrix (reduction in the wake by

acquiring the best suitable lands, reducing commodity use per

km as well as per turbine), 

The major challenge in achieving P50 performance is risk aversion

by project developers (IPP) in taking control of the D&C scope.

These reimagined windfarms require the involvement of CXO in

ensuring prompt delivery of decisions to the front line

strengthening holistic techno-commercial skills across levels

encouraging a culture of micro-detailing at every step every day

The most crucial decisions like siting of turbines, wake effect, plant

layout, and equipment selection based on life cycle risk-return

equation are left to junior to mid-levels within the organization of

the project owner or its contractors. Also, understanding of the

subject is not up to the mark across the chain from the owner to the

last person who takes the action, and also there are conflicts of

interest and a lack of control and collaboration across the chain of

individuals and owners to last subcontractor. 

Reimagining windfarm must start by looking inwards and

questioning our own beliefs about wind energy projects.

Managements must focus beyond excel sheets, increase boots on

the ground, train teams to take techno-commercials decisions and

increase the use of technology (AI, ML, collaboration software,

equipment tracking, etc) in development and construction. D&C

digitalization has not started in the industry. We need to get our

priorities right and use AI & ML to encourage collaboration between

WRA, costing, D&C, design, and engineering and develop

algorithms that make the best use of dynamically changing D&C

variables activities.  

The cost of poor quality (COPQ) never gets the attention of

decision-makers and we end up building suboptimal windfarms. We

need to go back to the drawing board starting at a pre-feasibility

stage to find COPQ (cost of poor quality) and work towards getting

things right in the first attempt. Developers must focus on extreme

detailing of every aspect and maths of every dollar of life cycle cost

to achieve P50 performance and reduce LCOE drastically. Wind

energy is here to stay to achieve the most optimal mix of resources

in our national energy mix. Current challenges in wind energy are

the opportunities to transform D&C practices. This transformation

process must include breakthroughs and continuous improvement

initiatives.

"the views, thoughts, and opinions expressed in the text

belong solely to the author, and not necessarily to the

author's employer, organization, committee or other

group or individual"
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W indfarm development & construction (D&C)

decisions and execution are irreversible in

nature and decide the windfarm’s financial

performance. 85-90% of life cycle costs are  

spent during the D&C phase. This necessitates the need for

extremely high involvement during the development and

construction phase. In my experience focused efforts in the

D&C phase can result in 
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Pranav Master 
Director- Energy, CRISIL

FROM HEADWINDS TO TAILWINDS

O P I N I O N

THE FACILITATIONS ESSENTIAL TO REVITALIZE WIND ENERGY

Losing wind Source: Ministry of New and Renewable Energy

(MNRE), Central Electricity Authority, CRIS

analysis 

The discontinuation of the FiT regime caused discovered tariffs to

stumble to Rs 2.43 per unit (Gujarat state auctions of 500 MW in

2017). Consequently, realizations for both wind developers and

original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) dwindled. In fact, rising

capital costs, difficulty in securing quality wind sites, execution-

related challenges, and connectivity issues further hurt their ability

to deliver projects at low tariffs. 

Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI) has allocated ~15.6 GW of

inter-state transmission system-connected wind projects since the

introduction of competitive bidding in 2017. Of this, only 4.2 GW

(26%) have been commissioned, while ~3 GW stand canceled. The

remaining 8.4 GW, which is under execution, is slated to be

operationalized from 2023 onwards based on the commissioning

timelines. These capacities enjoy reduced off-take risks as they are

covered by a strong payment security mechanism through SECI, a

creditworthy central counterparty.

Developers have evinced low interest in tendering and auctioning

activity in the wind energy sector, stymied by execution challenges

and delays in regulatory approvals, land acquisitions, and

transmission connectivity.

Tepid tendering and auctioning activity for wind
projects

Tendering and auctioning tapered the past four fiscals

Source: SECI, MNRE, CRIS analysis

Considering state-based tenders as well, out of ~20 GW of

allocated capacities (state and central tenders), a mere ~30%

have been commissioned, indicating that older projects are still

in the pipeline and facing execution hurdles.

India is poised to deploy wind capacity at an accelerated pace,

powered by the government’s strong commitment to climate

action, a well-developed domestic ecosystem, adequate resource

availability, and strong investment sentiment in the domestic

renewable energy sector. The imperatives to ensure rapid

deployment of wind capacities over the next 5-7 years are

mentioned below.

Recommendations to revive wind capacity
additions over the next 5 -7 years
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I ndia ranks fourth in wind energy installations globally,

behind China, the US, and Germany. The country’s

wind capacity aggregated to 40.1 GW at the end of

February. Almost 80%, or ~32 GW, of installations, were 

under the favorable feed-in-tariff (FiT) regime, given the

model of a fixed return on equity. That said, the introduction

of competitive bidding in 2017 has stifled capacity addition.



Wind resources in India are concentred in a few states. As good-

quality sites have already been snapped up, newer capacities

would have to settle for sites with lower wind density and/or away

from substations. 

Alternatively, existing sites with low-capacity turbines that have

completed or are almost completing their power purchase

agreement (PPA) life could be utilized for repowering. Policy

support in the form of allocation of such capacities, clarity on land

usage, co-location of other technologies such as solar, and

speedy approvals and clearances will be key in repowering older

sites. Newer wind turbines with higher-rated capacities, greater

hub heights, and better utilization rates will ensure better land

use, while co-location of solar capacity will maximize utilization of

balance of plant equipment, pushing overall costs lower. Thus, a

favorable repowering policy will support wind capacity additions.

A favorable repowering policy needed

1.8

(GW)

>32.2-2.4 2.5-2.8 2.8-3.0

Tariff range (Rs/kWh)

Tariff buckets for installed wind capacity

Source: State tariff orders, CRIS analysis

Innovative contract structuring; conducive open
access policies and regulations

Clearance of outstanding dues to RE generators is vital to maintain

investor confidence in the sector. The central government, along with

state discoms, could expedite clearance of the overdue amount by

prioritizing payments, establishing a payment security mechanism,

and/ or creating a bill discounting platform for discom payments.

Innovative contracting structures such as virtual PPAs should be

promoted to allow corporates to meet their clean energy

commitments to support capacity additions

Green hydrogen production using wind energy could be propped

up by allowing yearly banking of excess wind generation (the

recently announced green hydrogen policy allows banking for 30

days). Higher utilization factors and round-the-clock availability of

wind energy (solar is available only during the day) can boost

utilization of electrolyzers, in turn curbing the production cost of

green hydrogen

Timely implementation of green energy open access will allow

consumers with sanctioned load of 100 kW and above to purchase

green energy directly from power producers. They will not have to

depend on discoms. Moreover, demand for green energy from C&I

consumers, who were hitherto unable to procure green power of

their choice because of restrictions on sanctioned load

requirements, will also spurt

Open access procurement of RE has gained popularity among

commercial and industrial (C&I) consumers, brought about by a

confluence of falling RE costs and commitment to reducing emissions.

To be sure, a restrictive policy and regulatory hurdles in some states

have impacted such transactions by C&I consumers. Continuation of

exemptions/ concessions for wind energy projects under the open

access route can support wind capacity additions. 

Adequate policy and regulatory support can buttress innovative and

market-based mechanisms for contracting wind energy by open

access consumers. 

Payment delays by state power distribution utilities continue to

cripple power generators, especially RE power generators with

higher-priced wind generation assets. In fact, ~95% of wind

capacity has tariffs above Rs 2.5 per unit, which is the average

tariff for solar power. At the end of February 2022, discoms’ dues

outstanding to RE generators against power purchase stood at Rs

20,800 crore. The top seven RE-rich states accounted for dues

outstanding of Rs 17,500 crore.

Clearance of discom dues to RE generators

Central counterparties and state nodal agencies/ distribution

companies (discoms) should focus on floating consistent new and

innovative tenders, such as hybrid, round-the-clock, and peak

power supply. Although solar energy tends to have a higher share

in such contracts because of low capital costs and ease of

installation, a cap on the capacity contribution (the capacity of

one resource has to be at least 33% of the rated power of the other

resource) will support wind capacity additions. Furthermore,

central counterparties can explore location-specific tenders for

renewable energy (RE) parks/ zones (where wind and other

technologies such as solar could be co-located to maximize

economic value) on lines similar to solar parks.

Ramping up project tendering by central
counterparties

Many Indian states have set lower RPO

targets (pan-India average non-solar RPO

target was 8.2% in fiscal 2021 vs 10.25%

required by the Ministry of Power), resulting

in lower capacity requirements than the set

targets. Further, compliance levels even at

lower targets are poor because of insufficient

wind installations within states and the

absence of inter-state transactions — most of

the SECI-awarded capacities are yet to be

commissioned.

Stricter enforcement of
renewable purchase obligations
(RPOs)

Non-solar RPO targets vs estimated offtake (fiscal 2021)

Source: State tariff orders, Ministry of Power, CRIS analysis

The introduction of separate short-term markets for RE on

exchanges has the potential to bolster wind capacity additions.

However, deepening green energy trading on exchanges with

sufficient liquidity for transparent price discovery in order to

attract RE buyers and sellers is paramount.
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Mobilize international green finance toward the wind
energy sector

The private equity route has been a key source of funding for RE

projects. Investments in this segment have yielded healthy returns

historically. Many companies plan to raise money for new/ re-

financing of wind energy projects via green bonds. However,

addressing on-ground challenges in the sector to reduce perceived

risk is critical to ensure adequate funding for upcoming capacities.

This could be further supported by large domestic public-sector and

private banks, non-banking financial companies, and alternative

investment funds.

demonstration projects for harnessing offshore wind potential.

Moreover, central counterparties could conduct small-scale auctions

for pilot projects where independent power producers and offshore

oil and gas players can participate. This would encourage investors to

provide capital for offshore projects once the commercial and

operational viability of such capacities is demonstrated.

                Innovative

contracting structures such as

virtual PPAs, repowering

existing wind sites with high

capacity turbines and tapping

the offshore wind potential are

critical to boost capacity

additions" 

To meet the higher targets, states would have to procure more

wind energy via either the Renewable Energy Certificate route

(which still leads to capacity additions) or competitively bid out

capacities by central counterparties. However, RPO compliance

pivots on strict enforcement by regulatory authorities. The

government has proposed an amendment to the Electricity Act,

2003, to include stricter provisions on penalization for non-

compliance. Their timely implementation is critical.

India has 7,600 km of coastline with an offshore wind energy

potential of 70 GW (as per MNRE), primarily in Gujarat and Tamil

Nadu. The Government of India notified the National Offshore

Wind Energy Policy in 2015, but not much has been done on the

ground to tap the offshore potential. Offshore wind can accelerate

wind capacity installations as favorable onshore sites get

exhausted, right-of-way challenges compound, and land costs

rise. 

Technological tie-ups with countries such as the UK and the

development of the domestic supply chain with existing OEMs

and engineering, procurement, and construction providers should

be explored to deploy offshore capacities. Further, central power-

sector players such as NTPC could collaborate with oil and gas

majors in both the public and private sectors to set up 

Tap offshore wind potential
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              The wind mostly driven

by mechanical has linear

efficiency, whilst solar backed

powertronics come with

exponential efficiency. By and

large wind hybrid approaches

with solar hydrogen are

appearing as front-runners.

Aravind Udupi 
Head Engineering (R&D), Blades, Nordex India

ADVENT OF NEXT-ERA WIND TURBINES!

O P I N I O N

The wind mostly driven by mechanical has linear efficiency, whilst

solar backed powertronics come with exponential efficiency. By

and large wind hybrid approaches with solar hydrogen are

appearing as front-runners. 

Turbines are gearing up to be powered with smart grids for higher

availability though with some challenges.

Grid-forming technologies provide functions that are traditionally

provided by synchronous machinery. They allow solar and other

inverter-based energy sources to restart the electric grid

independently. In grid-forming mode, a generator can set grid

voltage, and frequency and, if necessary, operate without power

from the grid. This includes the ability to restart power following

an outage, restabilize after a transient electrical event, and

generally form the grid as baseline power resources.

Such capabilities are generally not available with grid-following

controls in today’s inverter-based resources, which rely on

externally generated voltages by synchronous machines to

operate. Grid-following technologies, which exist in most solar 

plants and battery storage systems, typically produce power that

closely follows the grid frequency and voltage of the larger electric

system. With grid-following, inverters will shut off power when

there is a large disturbance or outage on the grid and wait for a

signal that the disturbance has settled and it is safe to restart. 

Furthermore, to gain traction for older fleet turbine repowering

policy could give impetus. From turbine to grid further to

substation, efficient transmission and optimized total cost of energy

has become key drivers.

With an ever-increasing swept area, blade size shave reached over

108m with hub heights of over 150m. While Carbon hybrid blades

have supported to offset weight the Spilt or segmented blades have

eased logistics challenges. 

Promising add-ons like serrations and VG enable to tide noise

issues along with an increase in AEP. Gurney flaps are yet another

add-on that improves the performance of airfoils at low attack

angles. Computational and experimental studies show bionic

feather-inspired flaps can increase lift and delay the onset ofstalling

at high angles of attack. Experiments are on to study thecombined

approach of using Gurney flaps with bionic features.

Eco-friendly recyclable blade materials are being pursued with PU

resins and PET core, which increase the ease of manufacturing and

repair. 3Dprinting is emerging as an alternative for manufacturing

blade mould and select tooling’s. Line automation is yet another

area for exploring productivity improvements for both nacelle

assembly and blade manufacturing.

Leading-edge erosion issues foresee Nano coatings with soft outer

and hard inner layers, which could enable better rain droplet

absorption to dissipation.

Conventional Deicing is now increasingly being replaced by active

systems like Anti-icing blades making way to Nordic regions is quite

remarkable!
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T he wind industry has outgrown over the years,

with the advent of bigger turbines for both

onshore and offshore. Largely onshore turbines

have grown to 7+MW platforms with Offshore 

reaching an ambitious 14-16MW. To upkeep pace with ever-

growing demand, OEMs now focus on modular turbines

further reducing cost per MW.



Mr. Sidharth Jain 
CEO, MEC+

OFFSHORE WIND & SUPPLY CHAIN

O P I N I O N

Indian supply chain companies have been participating in the

supply of turbines for onshore wind projects. Further, the sub-

assemblies are also made in India providing deeper localization of

the technology in India. However, India has a local supply chain

catering to the onshore wind which has produced turbines

majorly for 2 MW capacity and has recently upgraded to 3.6 MW. 

project in Tamil Nadu for 2 GW. Beyond this, the roadmap does not

outline any specific region where projects will be auctioned. There

are numerous questions and concerns around the viability of

projects and MNRE is proposing to provide viability gap funding for

the projects.

The opportunity is highly attractive for the supply chain companies

operating in India and globally. The capital expenditure on setting

up an offshore wind farm is estimated to be around USD 3 million

per MW and the operational expenditure is estimated to be an

additional USD 2 million per MW across the lifetime of the project.

Hence, a 30 GW target implies that the total size of the opportunity

for supply chain players is around USD 150 billion. 

The supply chain opportunity is segmented into three types. 

The first type is what can be termed the core wind turbine generator

supply chain. This comprises spending on Wind Turbine Nacelle,

Blades, Towers, and the sub-assemblies that go within each of

those. The second supply chain is that of Balance of Plant which

comprises foundations, electrical substations, cables, installation

vessels, and numerous amounts of detailed surveys and

engineering which go into the planning and engineering of the

projects. And the third supply chain is that of operation and

maintenance which further comprises providing communication,

vessels, manpower, spares, and repair services to keep the plant

running. See Fig 1

Comparatively, offshore turbines are being installed for 10 MW with

sizes going up to 14 MW by 2026. Meanwhile, projects in India are

expected to consider 8 MW to 10 MW nacelles. Producing these

nacelles requires completely new supply chain players who

specialize in higher capacity technology. Moreover, the higher

capacity of nacelles also leads to a higher size of turbine towers, 
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6 8 GW offshore wind potential has been sited across

Gujarat and Tamil Nadu. The area has been carved

out into 14 zones which are further to be divided

into individual sites. The Ministry of New and 

Renewable Energy (MNRE) has indicated a non-binding target

to achieve 30 GW installed capacity by 2030 and outlined a

roadmap starting from 2022 to meet the proposed target. The

first project is expected to be in Gujarat for 1 GW followed by

a second



foundations, and blades. While onshore turbine tower diameter is

around 4m, offshore turbine tower goes to a minimum of 7 m. For

blades, the lengths go higher. The weight changes exponentially

and it is impossible to move these components on road. Hence,

these components need to be manufactured at a port from where

they can be easily transported. So far, most of the technology for

offshore wind turbines has been developed in Europe. Already,

countries across the world are competing to attract this supply

chain by incentivizing offshore wind projects and providing

incentives to supply chain players to use these as export hubs.

Hence, the opportunity for Indian companies will depend on the

attractiveness of the Indian offshore wind pipeline for technology

suppliers. The Indian government has made a good start by

announcing ambitious targets and a lot of the opportunity will be

driven by the policies that accompany year-on-year auctions. 

The opportunity for Balance of Plant comprises a supply of

electrical substations, cables, foundations, and vessels. Indian

companies have supplied electricals for various transmission

projects in India, foundations, and fabrication for oil and gas and

marine infrastructure in India and the region abroad. There have

been numerous cases of collaboration between Indian

companies, Yards in the Middle East, and vessel and personnel

suppliers in East Asia to develop such projects. Similarly, for

substations and cables – India has deep capabilities to supply for

its domestic transmission projects. A large amount of opportunity

exists with the companies to supply locally to the offshore wind

project. The key requirement will be to get experience in the first

project for offshore wind since there are differences in processes

and systems between offshore oil and gas and offshore wind and

projects need to be adapted for fabrication and installation

companies. Similarly, for cables and electricals – subsea

requirements need to be added to the current capabilities. These

are usually expensive and require a considerable amount of time

and patience. Companies willing to invest in the market should

start evaluating this opportunity and their desire to become

globally relevant in the market.

The O&M supply chain comprises servicing the turbines, the

cables, and the electricals on the project. Here the majority of the

work happens at the port and the site and almost all the services

are procured locally as the services are required for a long period.

Indian companies are cost-effective and have been supplying

services to the shipping industry and offshore industry globally. It

is expected that this supply chain can be localized most 
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effectively as projects come on the road. Moreover, these do not

require a very high CAPEX as capabilities are built incrementally.

Most developers and project operators invest in the development of

a local supply chain for service, building out safety practices,

support digital initiatives that can support reducing the time on the

site. Since this is a very big part of the overall cost of the project, the

tie-up with partners begins while in the planning stage itself.

In addition to the three main supply chain opportunities, a fourth

opportunity is to get the ports ready for the supply of offshore wind

components, assemble the components, and create a port to

marshall man and material towards the site. There are 3-4 ports in

India that are suitable for current projects and will require

substantial up-gradation creating opportunities for companies

involved in the marine sector. 

The roadmap for offshore wind projects in India can herald the

setup of a new industry in India that is built around marine

expertise. It will, however, need the commitment of the government

to follow through on the target as the investments are huge and

Indian companies will have the opportunity to build on their

existing capabilities.

We will be releasing our report on “Domestic Supply Chain for

Indian Offshore Wind Project” soon along with Offshore Renewable

Energy Catapult (OREC). Keep watching MEC Intelligence (MEC+)

space for updates

MEC+ is a market strategy and consulting firm focused on the

renewables sector and is based in India and Denmark. We have

supported the largest global wind OEMs, European utilities, global

supply chain players, and equity funds to succeed in global OW

markets. The company has been extensively working in the offshore

wind sector since 2010 and has supported the development of

supply chain, contracting models, clarifying cost reduction levers,

and identifying IRR drivers in OW. MEC+ has also been supporting

Indian government institutions in defining the framework for OW

incentives, tender design, and realistic price benchmarks, to

facilitate OW development in the country. The company is uniquely

placed to understand the complexity of the Indian market

combined with the complexity of OW technology, for helping

players set course. For more updates around India's Offshore wind

sector, read Insights. For any questions, you can reach out to us at

info@mecintelligence.com

About MEC Intelligence (MEC+):



Shashi Barla 
Global Head, Wind Supply Chain and
Technology (Onshore and Offshore), Wood
Mackenzie

WIND TURBINE OEMS GLOBAL MARKET SHARES

O P I N I O N

Top three Western OEMs: Vestas, SGRE, GE Consolidate global

turbine supply capturing 45% market share over this decade, 

This segment is dominated by the top four western OEMs (Vestas,

SGRE, GE, and Nordex), accounting for 90+% of the market. Chinese

tier I OEMs like Goldwind and Envision continue to explore

international opportunities in Latin America, the Middle East, Africa,

Eastern Europe, and Asia. Nordex defied the market trend, by

recording higher order intake in 2021 (~8GW) vs 2020/19 (~6GW),

while peers, Vestas, SGRE, and GE faced declined order intake.

Nordex’s focus on new technology development, strengthening

partnerships with key clients, harnessing new clients, and

streamlining supply chain operations will elevate its market share.

Western OEMs deploy contrasting strategies to secure future

growth, Vestas gears up project development capabilities with

20GW of assets developed and targeting up to 40GW in the mid-

term, while SGRE and Nordex divested project development

pipelines in the past two years. Western turbine OEMs scout for

other market opportunities, as the US PTC (Production Tax Credit)

extension, is still inconclusive. The US is by far the single biggest

market for the top four western OEMs, so it’s imperative for these

companies to reduce their reliance on this market to mitigate the

demand swings.

driven by the combined strength of

onshore and offshore businesses.

Chinese leaders – Goldwind,

Envision, and Mingyang, despite stiff

competition from tier-II players, the

top OEMs defend their share; They

continue to scout for international

opportunities, especially in LATAM,

the Middle East & Africa, and APEC.

SEwind continues to dominate the

offshore segment together with

MingYang. Regional pioneers –

Nordex and Enercon, Nordex

emerges as a solid fourth global

contender. It becomes the only

western OEM to record increased

order intake in 2021 vs 2019/20.

Enercon’s technology 

restructuring and focus on onshore emerging markets has yielded

positive results for the company, however profitable turn-around

will determine its future success. The top 12 wind turbine OEMs are

likely to double the cumulative capacity by 2030 compared to the

year-end 2021. Vestas will surpass 300+GW, While SGRE and GE

surpass 200+GW of capacity, while Nordex with 100+GW of

capacity by 2030.
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Global onshore and offshore:

Global onshore excluding China: 

Global Wind Turbine OEMs Market Share Forecasts 2022

Source: Wood Mackenzie

woodmac.com

             The top 12 wind turbine OEMs are

likely to double the cumulative capacity

by 2030 compared to the year-end 2021.

T he policy shifts in two of the biggest markets

China and the United States have led to a surge in

global wind installations activity. Wind Turbine

OEMs capitalized on this growth despite a 

plethora of challenges like COVID, commodity inflation, and

logistics bottlenecks. Chinese OEMs have registered record

installations in 2020 and 2021. 



Western wind turbine OEMs battle out in the offshore segment to

garner global share as onshore markets flatten-out in the next five-

year period. All OEMs lure developers and policymakers with local

nacelle assembly and component manufacturing facilities to tap

into emerging offshore markets. GE is exploring partnerships to

establish a presence in emerging offshore markets, good

examples are GE partnering with Toshiba in Japan, and Hyundai

in South Korea with a planned domestic manufacturing footprint.

Peers, SGRE, and Vestas are also gearing up with regional

facilities in the emerging US offshore market while expanding the

existing footprint in Europe and Asia. As SGRE reinforces its

offshore market leadership, the company faces stiff competition

from Vestas and GE in new technology introduction and supply

chain footprint expansion. However, SGRE counters with faster

new product introductions compared to peers with a second to

none industry track record of near 18+GW operational capacity

and 15+GW of pipeline and experience from six generations of

offshore technology evolution. SGRE’s EUR 10bn offshore

backlogs with relatively better margins offset the margin erosion

in the onshore segment. The company also licenses its offshore

technology to SEwind in China with 65%+ of the cumulative 9GW

installs. As SEwind is developing in-house offshore technology,

SGRE is exploring licensing opportunities with United Power for

SG 11.0 200-DD technology. Haliade-X has given GE the first-

mover advantage to leapfrog the competition, this platform has

already secured 8GW of project pipelines, an astounding

commercial performance compared to a meager 600MW of

cumulative offshore installs to date. Future GE’s offshore success

hinges on introducing the next-generation offshore technology in

the next two years. Despite the delayed introduction of the V236

platform, Vestas will strengthen the offshore share starting in

2025, which otherwise would have dwindled. The company

already secured framework agreements on this platform for 3GW

of projects in Europe and the US.
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Despite the FiT (Feed-In-tariff) phase-out, China sustains growth on

the back of the 2030 renewable target and 2060 carbon-neutral

targets. Tier II OEMs outperform their tier I peers in growth in the

near term due to aggressive pricing and ultra-low wind speed

turbine platforms. Tier II OEMs (Windey, SANY, CRRC, CSSC, and

DEC) doubled the combined market share in the past two years to

35%+ compared to the average of 16% in the past decade. SEwind

and Mingyang dominate the offshore segment with a leading

presence in key provinces like Jiangsu and Guangdong

respectively. Goldwind and Envision are successful in both onshore

and offshore segments contributing to 35-40% of the domestic

demand in this decade. The onshore and offshore FiT phases in

2020 and 2021 respectively have led to a price war in China, as the

turbine pricing plummeted by 30-40% in the past two years.

Goldwind is shifting the technology from Direct Drive architecture

to Medium Speed Gear Drive architecture to lower the technology

and supply chain costs. The company’s new technology success is

demonstrated in 2021, as it secured 4.8GW of orders on this new

technology accounting for one-third of its total order intake. The

company secured 2.2GW of international orders in 2021 spread

across markets like Vietnam, Pakistan, Chile, Brazil, and Ukraine,

adding to the cumulative base of 4GW. Envision and Goldwind

scout for international opportunities to expand global share. 

Offshore segment: China:

Source: Wood Mackenzie

                Nordex defied the market

trend by recording higher order

intake in 2021 (~8GW) vs 2020/19

(~6GW), while peers, Vestas, SGRE

and GE faced declined order intake”.



average. However, looking at the rate of urbanization, rising

income, and aspirations of people, days are not far ahead when

there will be a huge spur in per capita consumption of electricity 

 which will require a doubling of current electricity installation. It is

no brainer that renewable energy must play a big role to meet this

massive demand. The new target of 500 GW by 2030 is the right

impetus the sector needed to have a greater share of renewables in

the Indian Power mix. In the case of wind, of 140 GW of wind target,

India has already achieved 40 GW. To achieve another 100 GW of

the target in 9 years, more than 10 GW per year of installation is

essential. This is a SOLID BUSINESS CASE.

The future of Wind in India is very bright as wind is a carbon-free

hedge against energy price volatility and uses no water, making it

highly attractive in today’s market. Investing in wind energy is a

safe bet – not only from a climate or environmental perspective but

also from a pure cost perspective since wind energy relies on a

stable and predictable cost model. There are no fuel and no carbon

costs, and there are virtually no environmental costs. And wind

energy is likely to continue improving in cost-effectiveness as the

technology develops further. Whereas the future cost of coal and

gas will remain subject to price fluctuations. We all have

experienced this in the backdrop of the current ongoing war

situation. And what about the cost of carbon? What about the cost

to the environment and societies? – The answer to all these

questions is the same – we simply don’t know. Wind energy is not

electricity alone but a gateway to a green/ clean environment and

healthy lifestyle and essential to ensure our resilience against

increasing volatility around fossil fuel and uncertainty stirred by

Geopolitical conflicts.

 

In the late 90s,’ Vestas was chosen for six energy projects in India

sponsored by a Danish state-financed aid agency. The first wind

turbine (40 kW) installed in India was in 1985 in Gujarat. Since then,

there has been sea change witnessed to the tune of 100x in a

generation. The shift from sub-MW WTGs to a 1 MW platform within

1.5 decade of the first wind project has set the tone. And in the last

20 years, this migration has further advanced from 1.0 MW to 2.0

MW and 3.0 MW platform now. In fact, many 4.0+ MW platforms

have been manufactured in the country for export markets. The hub

height and rotor diameter have been increased by 10x in these

years. Wind players have started soaring to new heights to harvest

more wind energy for better Annual Energy Production and

improved LCOE. Even today, OEMs like Vestas are investing heavily

in areas of 

              The future of Wind in India is

very bright as wind is a carbon-free

hedge against energy price volatility

and uses no water, making it highly

attractive in today’s market.

Amar Variawa  
Senior Director – Public Affairs & Business
Development, Vestas India and SE Asia

O P I N I O N

In COP26 at Glasgow, it was realized that though the Climate Pact

has strengthened our commitment to combat climate change, but

the goal of restricting global temperature rise to 1.5 degrees

Celsius over pre-industrial levels is still some distance goal. As UN

Secretary-General Antonio Guterres stated at the end of CoP26, ‘it

is time to go into emergency mode — or our chance of

reaching net-zero will itself be zero’. In CPO26, India has

emerged as a global leader by demonstrating the WILL to do

more than its fair share of responsibilities. PM Modi has

announced five commitments: popularly known as Panchamrit at

the global conference. 

India’s total electricity installed capacity is around 400 GW as of

today; of which 60% is still based on fossil fuel and 40% is from

non-fossil fuel sources. The per capita electricity consumption in

India is approx. 1200 kWh, which is way below the world’s 
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FUTURE OF WIND IN INDIA
(Special focus on wind project development)

I n a true sense, India’s renewable energy story has

begun with the change of guards at the center in

2014. On 12 December 2015, a total of 196 countries

agreed, by consensus, to the final global pact, “The 

Paris Agreement” to reduce emissions as part of the method

for reducing GHG. India has also participated in this and

submitted its balanced and comprehensive INDC (Intended

Nationally Determined Contribution). Hon’ble Prime Minister

Modi sets a clear signal for clean energy by defining an

ambitious target of 175 GW of RE deployment by 2022 and

450 GW by 2030. 



             Wind players have

started soaring to new

heights to harvest more

wind energy for better

Annual Energy

Production and improved

LCOE.

Modular turbine designs - This unique concept allows to

break down new generation turbines into different modules

and design standard interfaces for each module. This enables

easy and faster updates on individual module

Utility-scale Wind-Solar-Storage Hyrbid power plant solutions

Power-to-X - In addition to battery storage, electricity can also

be stored by being converted into other forms, such as

hydrogen, ammonia, or methanol. This is called Power-to-X

Development of composite recycling technologies to achieve

the goal of zero-waste wind turbines by 2040.

The thermal Mindset needs to be changed. Electricity and

energy markets designed in past were making sense till

yesterday but now we must focus on transforming today’s

systems to integrate large size of renewables and incentivize

system friendliness.

With increasing shares of renewables in the grid, we need to

boost power system flexibility. That includes adapting

grids, building grids, sector coupling, spurring demand-

side participation, and looking at storage options, so we

can use renewable electricity to serve as many needs as

possible.

Wind ++: Though wind energy in India has rich experience of

3+ decades, I feel that story has just begun. As an alternative

to conventional power, Wind-Solar-Storage Hybrid will ensure

that round-the-clock power; Offshore and nearshore wind

have big potential in India. Floating offshore wind (FOW) is a

fast-maturing technology awaiting to knock India.

Green Hydrogen: Hon'ble Prime Minister launched the

National Hydrogen Mission on India's 75th Independence Day.

The Mission aims to aid the government in meeting its climate

targets and making India a green hydrogen hub. Needless to

mention that wind energy will play a significant role to realize

this ambition.

 

For a better and sustainable future of energy, Let’s start by

moving discussions on renewables and their competitiveness

from being heavily focused on cost to concentrating on the

value they bring to society:
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Disruptive Business Models: Business models have been

continuously evolving with changing market dynamics. For

OEMs, it was started as i) Full scope or Turnkey projects

including land to ii) Only supply and Erect (S&I) to iii) hybrid

model of co-development and S&I. The scope of supply also has

been changing with these scenarios. It will be very interesting to

see the futuristic business models where a lot IPPs have entered

a manufacturing space by backward integration. This ultimately

helps increase Local content in the bill of materials by pushing

local manufacturing activities, creating more jobs and hence

skills.

Emergence of New sectors: Electrification of end-use sectors

such as transportation and heating by leveraging renewable

energy is a huge white space. The Indian Commercial and

Industrial (C&I) market offer a niche opportunity for RE Power.

The ambition of Electric Vehicle deployment, and charging

infrastructure will generate more demand for RE Power. It will

enable to maintain renewable generation value, avoid

curtailment, and most importantly, decarbonize those sectors.

Digitization and Artificial Intelligence: Digital technologies

(Industry 4.0, IoT, AI, etc) can help integrate renewable energy

through faster responses, better asset management, device

connectivity, data collection, and sharing, as well as supply and

demand forecasting. All of this will be available at razor-sharp

speed and at a best-in-class accuracy level.

To ensure the transition, let’s shift focus and stop energy market

silos. We cannot afford to continue with scattered and

uncoordinated initiatives. Start working together across sectors and

then talk about how we increase the value of a future-proof energy

system. That will help us increase the value we bring to society, for

today and for a better tomorrow.



               Some have built robust in-house
teams for handling EPC activities; some
are engaging reputed EPC companies,
and few are breaking down the EPC
scope by engaging smaller contractors.
Whatever may be the model, the IPPs
are required to take some amount of risk
to complete projects. 

UB Reddy 
Managing Director, Enerfra Projects (India)
Pvt. Ltd

O P I N I O N

Further, time and again, the Prime Minister has stressed

indigenous development and announced, “Make in India’”, a

policy initiative to encourage domestic manufacturing and to

build local business models to support domestic companies. A

lofty aim to accomplish Atmanirbhar Bharat.

Supporting the Prime Minister’s initiative “e-reserve auction”

process was announced in the wind sector to determine tariffs.

This was hailed as a disruptive innovation but in reality, it has

resulted in a complete disaster for the industry, which was already

Atmanirbhar. Decades of hard work were decimated. Auctions

have merely resulted in consolidating the entire field into the

hands of a few rich and famous financial institutional investors.

(FIIs) These FIIs are changing the field into a commodity, open for

trading with bigger and better valuation. 

With all the hype associated with this disruptive innovation paltry

3196 MW has come up via auction route. More and more projects

are getting shelved due to difficulties after difficulties. In short,

the initiatives of “Make in India” and “Atmanirbhar Bharat” are

completely defeated.

It killed the painstakingly built indigenous efforts in

manufacturing.

Commoditized the technology into a financial instrument that

could be traded, thus ensuring an impossible situation in terms

of continued O & M.  

Bidding processes are so short-sighted that there is no way the

highest quality could be maintained. It may be argued that

enough checks are built into the system and the developers

could be held accountable. However, as everyone knows, a

post-mortem will not undo the damage caused and the projects

could get Orphanides over a series of takeovers.  

Less than 20 % of the projects that were awarded have been

executed. The chances of the remaining projects going forward

at the kind of fixed bid tariffs appear to be very bleak. No doubt

the COVID-19 pandemic has made things more complicated.

Already many projects are getting abandoned due to force

majeure conditions which are obvious.   

DISCOMs are made to believe that low tariffs are sustainable. 

This changed approach has resulted in several disastrous

consequences:

Before the introduction of auction processes, there were hundreds

of companies that invested in wind farming. Most of them were

domestic retail investors. After the announcement of auctions,

merely 8 to 10 companies are involved, out of which barring one,

the rest are all FIIs with FDI. 

A wind farm in India under the FIT regime was an accumulation of

one or many WTGs, owned by multiple investors. The WTG OEMs

were providing end-to-end services. Starting from providing world-

class technology-based turbines, ensuring land pooling, creating

common infrastructure, and obtaining permits and approvals.

Turnkey project solutions were the order of the day. This was a

time-tested and proven business model that fuelled growth in the

wind industry. Further, the deployed hardware has been performing

reasonably well & proper O & M support is available for the most

part.
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WIND AUCTIONS
 Impediment to achieve 2030 targets

H on’ble Prime Minister of India, Shri. Narendra

Modi has set a target to establish 500 GW of

renewable energy projects by 2030, out of

which 140 GW is from the wind. He has

repeatedly emphasized cutting energy imports and wants to

enhance the usage of renewable energy sources. 



The basis for promoting the auction route for the wind was the

perception created in the minds of planners that the wind turbine

business was making undue profits and due to cartelization, it was

not feasible to break the cartel. They cleverly used the Solar

parallel to show the price of solar energy fell from INR 17.68 to

1.99 due to the shift to auctions. What they did not reveal was that

China had understood the game and was willing to go to any

extent to take complete control of the field. Though deployment

and operation of Solar PV are considered to be less complex, the

Government continues to support the field unabated

notwithstanding the fact that there are hardly any reasonable

quality checks and balances. Due to very stringent quality

requirements that are adhered in WTG manufacturing, many

Chinese WTG OEMs (except for one) failed to enter the Indian

market. But for Solar PV, it was the last thing on anyone’s mind

including planners and policymakers. At the end of over 50 GW

still, the quality requirements are very vague and there are no

third-party certification needs; the self-declared test results are

considered paramount!!  

With the consolidation of the field, the RE IPPs imposed stringent

contracting structures across the board; commercial conditions

were watertight to protect the interest of IPPs only. The liquidated

damages and penalties proposed were disproportionately high

when compared with the risk that OEMs undertook. In the

process, OEMs incurred losses and hence have stopped offering

Turnkey solutions to IPPs. OEMs are restricting themselves to

manufacturing and the modus-operandi to complete the projects

is now with IPPs.

Ideally, on paper, the project completion is a seamless process,

but on the ground, it is like a roller coaster ride. Therefore, in the

given scenario, each IPP is carefully choosing a method that it

feels comfortable with. Some have built robust in-house teams for

handling EPC activities; some are engaging reputed EPC

companies, and few are breaking down the EPC scope by

engaging smaller contractors. Whatever may be the model, the

IPPs are required to take some amount of risk to complete

projects. It is essential for IPPs to remain flexible on commercial

terms and conditions with vendors. Only time will tell if these new

business models succeeded. 
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As the tariffs discovered are on absolute assumptions without any

contingencies, completing projects on time is vital. Volatility in

commodity pricing, step increase in logistics cost, etc. is already

impacting the current IRR estimates. Under changing market

conditions, bid-discovered tariffs without cost pass-through are

irrelevant. In the overall scheme of events, somewhere, someone

will have to take a hit to compensate for the loss. Therefore, the

question one must ask is; how long can this loss-making

proposition continue? Sooner or later the entire system shall

collapse. Hence it is safer to do course correction now than allow

the catastrophe to unfold. 

Auctions in wind have not worked in any markets and uncertainties

associated with the processes are pliantly.

Unsustainable tariffs have created turmoil across the industry. Jobs

are lost, companies are shut; MSMEs are the most affected. The

Indian wind market is losing its shine and multi-national OEMs in

India prefer to manufacture for exporting to markets in USA and

Europe as they can get better price realization. The domestic OEMs

are strangled with losses and have either knocked on the doors of

the National Company Law Tribunal or have silently vanished from

the market. The situation related to EPC companies is no different.

With current policies in place achieving the 2030 targets is

impossible. Therefore, the reckless e- reverse auction must be put

to an end and the Government must take very bold and pragmatic

decisions to rescue the wind industry from death. 

               This was a time-tested and
proven business model that fuelled
growth in the wind industry. Further,
the deployed hardware has been
performing reasonably well & proper O
& M support is available for the most
part.



Satish Subbarao 
VP – Technical (Renewables), Apraava Energy
Pvt. Ltd.

WIND ENERGY SECTOR EXPECTATIONS FOR 2022

O P I N I O N

wind. As of March 2022, the wind capacity installed had

reached nearly 40.3 GW. The growth of wind power over the

next few years will be driven mainly by the trend of Wind &

solar PV hybrids and storage technologies. The government

has also identified longer-term renewable energy targets of

450 GW by 2030, including 140 GW of wind. This will require

tripling the current wind capacity over the next eight years.

This goal will be accomplished with contributions from the

offshore wind as well.

The growth of the wind industry over the last 15 years has been a

learning and inspiring experience. This ‘return on experience’ has

provided the necessary knowledge and confidence to all

stakeholders in the wind sector to face the challenges going

forward. 

The main stakeholder viz. the government comprising of entities

such as SECI and the various DISCOMS, expect rapid deployment

of new wind capacity at competitive tariffs. The government also

desires that the sourcing and manufacturing of the wind turbines

and balance of plant is maximized within the country. Both these

 objectives have been achieved with a fair degree of success so far

in the onshore wind sector. Going forward, the government would

like to replicate this success in the offshore sector as well. 

The other key stakeholder viz. the IPPs have made significant

contributions to the growth of the wind sector by adopting the best

global practices in project development and asset management.

The OEM-led ‘full turnkey’ model of wind farm development

prevalent during the FIT regime has now been replaced by the IPP-

led model of development. Such a change in the model of

development has allowed the IPPs greater flexibility in the selection

of turbine OEMs and adoption of the multi-contract approach

(mainly covering the land acquisition, permitting, and Balance of

Plant) to reduce costs. This has also eliminated the risk of project

development for the OEMs allowing them to focus on their core

competence viz. the development of new platforms specific to the

Indian conditions while also ramping up local manufacturing

capabilities. The new model of wind farm development has also

helped increase the scale of wind farm development with the most

recent wind farms commissioned having a capacity of ~250MW,

which in turn has contributed to the reduction of tariffs. The IPPs'

expectations from the government include policy continuity and a

stable regulatory environment. The IPPs expect the OEMs to offer

turbines that are suitable for the chosen site and comply with the

grid code.

Land Constraint

Further development of large-capacity onshore wind farms will

depend on the availability of suitable land at locations where the

wind resource is favorable. Land acquisition is an extremely

complicated and time-consuming process that has resulted in cost

and time overruns in several projects. The use of larger unit

capacity machines to minimize the total number of land parcels

within the wind farm is seen as a technical solution to mitigate the

land constraint. Based on recent trends, unit capacity exceeding

3MW is most likely to be the norm in future wind farms. Further

reduction in footprint area is possible if the mandatory requirement

of avoiding the ‘aerial encroachment’ by the turbine is relaxed in

some of the states. Further optimization of the land can be achieved

by co-locating wind and solar PV projects.
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INTRODUCTION

EMERGING CHALLENGES

STAKEHOLDERS EXPECTATIONS

               The growth of wind power over

the next few years will be driven mainly

by the trend of Wind & solar PV hybrids

and storage technologies. The

government has also identified longer-

term renewable energy targets of 450

GW by 2030, including 140 GW of wind. 

W ind energy is already playing a key role in

accelerating the energy transition in India.

India’s renewable energy target of 175

GW by 2022 includes 60 GW of onshore  



Regulatory/Environmental 

The regulatory/environmental requirements continue to evolve

with time and in step with the global practices and technological

advancements. As the availability of suitable land becomes scarce

in the future, developers will be constrained to locate wind farms

closer to populated areas causing increased resentment within

the local community. New environmental regulations could

mandate the use of ‘low noise’ wind turbines with blades

possessing serrated trailing edges. However, reduction in noise

comes at the expense of output to a certain extent and must be

accounted for in the early stages of project development itself. If

older wind turbines are also mandated to comply with the new

noise standards, then retrofit of serrations (saw-tooth pattern) on

the trailing edges must be implemented on the WTG blades. This

will permit the normal operation of the turbines without stoppage

and without reducing the rotational speed. Research has shown

that such a retrofit will however have an impact on the way

lightning interacts with the turbine blades. This is due to a build-

up of electric charge on the serrations away from the lightning

receptors and will necessitate a detailed assessment and upgrade

of the lightning protection system also. 

Logistics 

As the unit capacity of the wind turbine increases, the rotor

diameter and hub height also increase. Blade length has been

growing at the rate of nearly 2.0m per year over the last decade.

As per the report by DTU International Energy 2021, the rotor

diameter of onshore wind turbines is expected to reach 174m by

2035. Transportation of extremely long blades will necessitate an

increase of the turning radius on existing village roads/pathways

and temporary relocation of several existing infrastructure (such

as electric poles, bus stops, etc.) to avoid blade damages and

subsequent on-site repairs. An emerging technical solution to this

challenge is the adoption of the ‘modular blade moulding’

concept which envisages the blade to be manufactured (and

transported) in segments and joined later at the site. The

segmented blade construction will also enable easy disposal

when the turbine is decommissioned.

With an increase in unit capacity, each turbine becomes an

expensive asset that must be protected against damages caused

particularly by lightning, humidity, and fire. Turbine downtime will

also have a significant impact on the overall availability of the

wind farm as the unit capacity increases.

Humidity protection

Most wind turbines in India operate under conditions of high

humidity. In fact, the turbine components are already exposed to

conditions of high humidity during the long periods of

transportation from the OEM’s works and subsequent storage at

the site prior to installation. High humidity conditions can quickly

damage the electronic circuitry resulting in premature failures.

Turbine OEMs normally provide space heaters as a solution to

guard against high humidity. Studies have shown that the high

temperature resulting from the use of space heaters can result in

faster degradation of electronic components and therefore an

alternative technical solution is required. Package type

dehumidifiers, either factory fitted or retrofitted on-site, provide

protection against high humidity without requiring the use of

space heaters. The regeneration system of the silica gel in the

dehumidifier unit by hot air is also part of the package unit. At

coastal wind farm sites, the problem of high humidity also results 
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in high corrosion. The use of dehumidifiers can permit the use of a

lower class of painting for the tower's internal surfaces in such

corrosive environments and help in reducing both Capex and Opex. 

Lightning strike

Electrical malfunction

Mechanical failure

Maintenance activities (like hot work etc.)

Fire detection and alarm systems - including smoke/heat

detectors, automatic shutdown features for the turbine itself,

and system monitoring in the SCADA.

Fire suppression systems – usually involve the automatic

discharge of environment-friendly aerosols to suppress the fire

at the incipient stage (mainly in the panels), thereby preventing

the spread of fire through the burning of connected cables

Fire Protection

Fire is probably second only to blade failure and one of the most

common factors causing damage/loss in a wind farm. Even though

the reported number is small, it represents a high cost in lost

production, valuable assets, and in some cases personnel. Wind

turbine fire almost invariably results in a total loss; the fires also

result in the emission of toxic fumes that can cause corrosion to the

structures/ components inside the tower. In some instances,

burning debris from wind turbine fires has caused damage to

nearby properties, farms, and forests. 

The main ignition source(s) for fires in turbines are:

The nacelle region contains the three necessary elements of the fire

triangle, viz. fuel (oils and polymers), oxygen (wind), and ignition

source (electrical, mechanical, and lighting), all housed within a

small compartment and are therefore exposed to the highest fire

risk.

Fire in a turbine is difficult to combat due to the height and poor

accessibility due to remoteness. When a fire ignites in the wind

turbine it can spread quickly due to high volumes of airflow, which

provides a steady supply of oxygen to the fire and helps it grow

rapidly. In the absence of a fire protection system, the only solution

in most cases is to electrically isolate the turbine and let the fire

burn itself out while protecting adjacent assets.

Most OEMs usually provide only portable fire extinguishers (at

nacelle, tower bottom, and the USS) as part of the standard scope of

supply. As the unit capacity of the turbines increase, portable

extinguishers can hardly be effective. OEMs must therefore provide

a combination of both passive and in-built active fire protection

measures as a standard/mandatory feature. Owners must consider

retrofit of active fire protection systems on older assets to reduce

the fire risk. 

Passive Fire protection of wind turbines involves mainly the

selection of non-combustible materials for construction, hydraulic

and lubrication oils, and installation of monitoring systems to check

the condition of drive trains.

Active Fire protection of wind turbines involves:

Technical challenges/Improvements



Lightning protection

The trend of upscaling resulting in larger blades means higher

manufacturing costs, a need for a robust lightning protection

system, and greater repair complexity. Wear and tear will change

the blade dielectric over time, sometimes the change can happen

quickly. Weathering and exposure to lightning strikes will

degrade the blade further and make it electrically porous. This

porosity increases the likelihood that a strike will penetrate the

blade without first entering through the receptor. Lightning will

take the path of least resistance to the down conductor even if

this means going through the composite material and causing

significant damage to the blade. The receptor typically does not

go far enough to the tip of the blade leaving a significant portion

of the blade tip exposed, especially when a winglet (add-on) is

retrofitted. To compensate for the change in dielectric and/or

blade tip length (due to winglet retrofit), use (or retrofit) of

‘segmented lightning diverter’ can provide robust protection

against lightning.

Data from NREL indicates that the median value of total lifecycle

emissions (cradle-to-grave) of onshore wind is 13 g CO2e/kWh.

The manufacturing and installation stages account for over 90%

of the total carbon emissions of an onshore wind farm and 70% of

carbon emissions for an offshore wind farm (where shipping

transport takes up a larger share). The industry must strive to

reduce the total life cycle emissions by recycling as described

below.

Recycling

It is estimated that more than 80% of the total wind turbine mass is

recyclable due to the presence of materials such as steel, iron,

copper, and aluminum. However, 11-16% of the total mass is

contributed by carbon fibre or fibreglass composites, plastics, and

resin, primarily from the rotor blades that have a life expectancy

greater than 25 years and are difficult to recycle on a commercial

scale presently. Till such time the blades become lighter, and the

material is replaced with easily recyclable materials, creative

solutions must be identified to deal with the wind turbine blade

waste that will be produced in the coming years.  

The various stakeholders of the wind sector appear to be in sync

presently and aware of the various challenges. This will help in the

mainstreaming of wind energy as a clean/ carbon neutral sector.
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Using blade waste (excluding carbon fibres, and metallic items such

as cables) in cement kiln co-processing has demonstrated net zero

emission by converting the waste into energy and raw materials for

the cement. The wind turbine blades replace coal, sand, and clay in

the manufacture of cement. More than 65% of the blade weight

replaces raw materials that would otherwise be added to the kiln to

create the cement, and about 28% of the blade weight provides

energy for the chemical reaction that takes place in the kiln. The

expected environmental benefit is a 27% net reduction in CO2

emissions and a 13% net reduction in water consumption during

manufacturing. The expanding infrastructure in India will require

about 400 million tons/annum of cement in the coming years,

sufficient to consume all the blades that will be discarded by the

wind industry.  Collaboration across the industries will be necessary

to deal with the magnitude of blade wastes. Large cutting tools like

saws/crushers must be developed to chop the blades (at the site)

having larger dimensions in order to reduce the cost of

transportation up to the cement kilns. Future cement plants must be

located closer to large wind farms to minimize the transportation

cost of chopped blades. Further, the cement industry must modify

the existing processes to accommodate a larger quantity of blade

wastes as input material. Also, collaboration with the aviation

industry will be required to manage (recycle or dispose of) the

carbon fibres extracted from decommissioned blades.  All the above

measures will ensure circularity in the wind sector and eliminate the

need for indefinite stockpiling or disposal in landfills. 

SUSTAINABILITY IN THE WIND INDUSTRY

CONCLUSION

               The new model of wind

farm development has also

helped increase the scale of wind

farm development with the most

recent wind farms commissioned

having a capacity of ~250MW,

which in turn has contributed to

the reduction of tariffs.
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India Wind Energy Forum Awards:

Company of the Year: O&M (Wind
Turbine – Multi-Technology) - Renom
Energy Services

Company of the Year: Technical Due-
Diligence- UGES PowerMax Pvt Ltd

Renom is the first and only ISP in India to
manage all the 5-technology wind turbines in
the country and today it maintains 13 brands
with 22 models with a total portfolio of 1 + GW.
The company has its own SCADA Systems,
Electronic Repair Service Center, Blade Care
Division, and special task team.

UGES has completed Due-Diligence of more
than 1GW in the current financial year alone,
which ranges from 'New Projects' that are to be
installed & to 'Merger & Acquisition' Projects for
major IPPs & OEMs all over India.

RECOGNIZING & HONORING THE TOP ACHIEVERS OF
THE INDIAN WIND INDUSTRY

Awards do not only acknowledge success;

they recognize many other qualities:

ability, struggle, effort, and, above all,

excellence. It is an acknowledgment of

appreciation for your Team 's hard work

and dedication to achieve the milestone.

WindInsider set the stage to honor and

award some of the finest achievers in the

Indian Wind Industry. The award ceremony

was, even more, grander than before as

industry peers got the opportunity to meet

and greet in person. This physical event

was celebrated with much zeal and

enthusiasm in New Delhi.

Powerica is a turnkey EPC developer and
provides comprehensive services including site
identification, site selection, site feasibility, and
evaluation. The company is a 40 years old
reputed organization and is a leading end-to-
end power solution provider. It also has IPP
ownership with 300 plus MW capacity.

Alfanar from Saudi Arabia is investing in the
Renewable energy sector of India. The
company is primarily engaged in Renewable
Project Development, manufacturing, EPC
solutions, allied engineering services, and
design engineering. It is presently developing
two Wind Projects of 600 MW in the state of
Gujarat and a committed investment of 4200
Crores.

Company of the Year: Developer <1000
MW - Powerica Ltd

Company of the Year: Developer <1000
MW - Alfanar Energy



Company of the Year: Developer <1000
MW - KP Energy Limited

KP is a focused energy company with a strong
profile in renewables. It is engaged in providing
EPCC Services for the development of Wind
Power Projects on a turnkey basis. The total
installation done by the company is 514
Megawatt. They are the first company to
develop wind power projects in the CRZ area
with sand foundations.

Energy Service Provider of the Year -
Suzlon Global Services Ltd

Suzlon is among the world's leading renewable
energy solutions providers that pioneered the
‘Concept to Commissioning’ model in wind
energy, enabling it to meet the breadth and
depth of customer requirements across the
renewable energy value chain. The company
constantly works towards increasing efficiency,
yield, and return of investment (ROI)for its
clients through technology and innovation.

Wind Turbine Brake System Provider of
the Year -Altra Motion

Company of the Year: Developer >1000
MW - Viviid Renewables Pvt Ltd

Altra caters to global wind turbine OEMs and
offers Yaw Brakes, Rotor Brakes, Hydraulic
Power units, Rotor Locks, Yaw & Pitch Limit
Switches, Cooling systems, Locking devices,
Hatch actuators, Pitch Motor Brakes, Yaw Motor
Brakes.

Viviid is primarily focused on Windfarm
Development. It is developing over 1300 MW of
Wind Farms for its clients. The present portfolio
handled by the company makes it the largest
Wind Developer in the Country. It Has
specialized and customized end-to-end services
from site identification to project
commissioning.

Digital Technology of the Year:
Forecasting & Scheduling - REConnect
Energy Solutions Limited

REConnect’s GRIDCONNECT app enables the
RE developers to monitor the forecast on a
real-time basis. The forecast generated is
completely in-house. So, the services promote
and support the "Make-in-India" concept. The
company. provides Forecasting and Scheduling
services to almost 22 GW of wind and solar
capacity across the country.

Project of the Year: Performance
Excellence - ReNew Power Pvt. Ltd

Company of the Year: Developer >1000
MW - Opera Energy Pvt Ltd

ReNew became the first World Economic Forum
Lighthouse in the clean energy sector globally
in 2021 after the implementation of the 4IR
technology for Digital initiative. It initiated a
digital transformation in the projects to optimize
asset efficiency by setting up the centralized
Diagnostic Center (RPDC) to monitor all assets
online and launched ReD which is an in-house
digital and analytics transformation program to
boost operational efficiency.

Opera is a leading wind and solar developer in
India and provides turnkey solutions The
company has successfully completed 1180MW of
projects. It has executed projects for EDF
Renewable, Envision India, Powerica, Renew
Power, and Gamesa to name a few.
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Project of the Year: Performance
Excellence - Powerica Ltd

Powerica is a turnkey EPC developer and has
installed 51.3 MW of wind projects during the
last fiscal, this Project was won under GUVNL II
and installed in record time with ahead of
schedule commissioning. Revenue was
achieved from the Wind division with top line
and bottom line. The total budget is 300 crores.

Digital Technology of the Year: Big Data,
IT & Analytics - Renom Energy Services
& ATOS INDIA PVT LTD

Renom has the technology that connects
diverse Digital Threads with the Digital Twin
Platform. It helps the company to implement
Digital Twin, a cloud-based platform with the
application for real-time monitoring of their wind
turbines using SCADA and Complex Enterprise
Data Lake implementation that spans across
1000 + Wind turbines.

Consultant of the Year- Renewable
Energy Certificate - REConnect Energy
Solutions Limited

Rising Star of the Year (O&M) - UGES
PowerMax Pvt Ltd

REConnect started with Renewable Energy
Services as its foundational business through
trading of Renewable Energy Certificates and
quickly expanded to providing technology-based
solutions for electricity grid and renewable
energy management. It facilitates the trading of
Domestic and International Environmental
Attributes Certificates like - REC, International
REC, ESCerts so on and so forth. It has a 51%
market share in Environmental Markets.

UGES currently has a portfolio of 235MW in
O&M, which is successfully running with an
availability of 98%. Their engineers at the site
meticulously plan & implement the Preventive
maintenance schedules for Asset Availability &
long sustained life. Within the OEM fleet
globally, their wind farm also stood No.1 for
availability for 3 months out of 6 months of high
wind season in 2021.

Project of the Year: Performance
Excellence - Tata Power Renewable
Energy Ltd

Technology of the Year: Rotor Blades -
Vily Wind Turbine Access India Pvt Ltd.

Digital Technology of the Year: Big Data,
IT & Analytics - REConnect Energy
Solutions Limited

Technology of the Year: Power Cable -
Apar Industries

TATA is the largest integrated power company in
India. Their project Agaswadi Windfarm has 33
WTG of 1.5 MW which is situated in the Satara
region of Maharashtra state. The wind farm has
generated 92.05 MU in FY 21. Despite the low
wind exceptional year of history in 21 they have
achieved great performance.

Vily is the first in India, which has accessed
60mtrs length rotor blade using the Kaufer Blade
access Platform for blade repairing, First in
India, repaired 6mtrs blade lightning defect at
Uptower. First in India, designed and made a
Vortex generator and fixed it at the turbine for
improving rotor blade efficiency. The company
uses Kaufer blade platforms to make easy
repairs to the blade defects uptower itself. This
reduces the Blade repairing cost drastically. 

REConnect’s software is developed completely
in-house. The in-house developed modem
enables the real-time transfer of generation data,
the Open Access and energy accounting
software enables timely issuance of open access
applications received by the utilities and usage
of energy generation data for further analysis
and billing purposes.

Apar has State of Art in-house manufacturing
facility with modern plant machinery & testing
facility with a huge capacity for the manufacture
of various types of cables from the conductor
stage up to the finished product. They have
about 70% market share in power cable supply to
Windmill in India and use ELASOMERIC CABLE
UPTO 33KV and Electron Beam Cross-Linked
Cables



Technology Innovation of the Year -
Windcare India Pvt Ltd

Windcare is well known for its continuous
innovation which serves the wind industry
effectively. Their new product is “NACELLE
CRANE” through which they cut down the
replacement cost of the corrective maintenance
by 75%, which is a huge margin for the wind
turbine stakeholders.

Digital Technology of the Year:
Forecasting & Scheduling - Leap Green
Energy Private Limited

Leap has specially designed and developed an
in-house Multi-model Integrated Forecast
System by incorporating multiple weather
forecast models, Live data from Windfarm &
Statistical Model by correlating historical data.
It provides Nowcast, Short Range forecast,
Medium-Range forecast, Long Range forecast,
Seasonal Prediction & Weather inferences on
regular intervals with a high level of accuracy.

Digital Technology of the Year: Big Data,
IT & Analytics - Bahwan Cybertek

Digital Technology of the Year: Wind
Farm Control Center - Leap Green
Energy Private Limited

Bahwan’s retina360 is a patented AI and ML-
powered predictive analytics platform that
offers a 360-degree view of remote assets in
Renewable energy power plants. Its augmented
analytics capabilities build predictive models to
identify performance, threats, failures, and
other disruptive patterns.

Leap’s Integrated SCADA control center has
developed a system in which Wind Turbine
Generators of different OEMs and different
types WTGs can be monitored on a single
screen. The control center Engineers,
continuously monitor data on a 24 x 7 basis.
The underperformance of the Wind turbines is
analyzed and informed to the site technical
team and OEMs to take necessary corrective
action

Digital Technology of the Year: Big Data,
IT & Analytics - Leap Green Energy
Private Limited

Digital Technology of the Year: Wind
Farm Control Center - Suzlon Global
Services Ltd

Outstanding Contribution to Industry
Knowledge and Advisory - Dr. Jami
Hossain, Vice President, World Wind
Energy Association

Dr. Hossain is an eminent personality in the wind
energy sector. He is a Senior Advisor-cum-
Consultant and Mentor to large project
development and manufacturing companies.
Currently on the Board of World Wind Energy
Association as its Vice President and the Board
of International Association of Wind Engineering.
His main accomplishments include the
implementation of the first wind farms in India
(1986) and the assessment of Onshore and
Offshore potential for India (2011-2016), which
has helped the Government of India in setting
targets for wind energy.

Leap has developed an Advanced analytical
module for managing its own assets. The
company’s innovation includes a Temperature
based alert system, Yaw alignment, and Pitch
angle deviation analysis, Wind vane alignment
process, LGE Advance analytics predictions, and
Monitoring of Gearbox temperatures online.

Suzlon has constructed the state of the art
Monitoring Control(SMC) station which is Asia’s
one of the largest control centers for the wind
industry comprising advanced monitoring
software and very sophisticated visualizations
and reporting tools inbuilt into the SCADA
systems.
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CEO of the Year - Mr. Ishwar Mangal,
CEO - Global OMS and International
Business (Emerging Markets), Suzlon
Global Services Ltd

Mr. Mangal is a well-known figure in the Wind
Industry and has been associated with the
company Group since its inception. He is
popularly known as ICM and has taken up many
challenging roles. He has the credit of taking
the market share of the company to ~35% in
India. His contributions to the Indian Wind
industry have been immense. He played a key
role in formulating the Policies at Central &
various State Levels to make the Indian Wind
Industry grow and make it viable for both
Manufacturers as well as Investors &
Customers.

Outstanding Contribution To Industry
Development - Dr. Bhawani Singh
Rathore, Dy. General Manager (Projects-
Electrical), INOX Green Energy Services
Ltd.

Mr. Rathore is a multitasker, multi-industrial &
multi-organizational experienced wind energy
professional. He is currently associated with
Inox Wind & has worked with BIG customers
like NTPC, TORRENT, ADANI, SEMBCORP,
TATA ,CONTINUUM, GREENKO, SPRUNG, GE
& RENEW POWER.

Outstanding Contribution To Make In
India - Mr. Alexander Naidu, Head Global
Scada and Visualization,- Suzlon Energy
Limited

CEO of the Year - Mr. Mohammed Irfan,
Country Head India, Alfanar Global
Development 

Mr. Naidu is a senior technology executive with a
proven track record for building and leading
world-class software development to support
revenue growth. His Expertise includes research
development, product management, Business
Process Re-engineering, Agile development
methodologies, partnership development, and
strategic planning. He is well known for his
expertise within the industry for more than 23
years. Being in the Renewable Energy sector,
uptime of wind turbines and generation are the
main focus of his operations.

Mr. Irfan holds two decades of experience in the
arena of leadership, strategy, business
development & partnership for complex power
generation projects of Gigawatt scale & also
developed mega infra projects for the company
across the globe. Prior to this transition, he was
instrumental in establishing the group in the
Indian market, the Middle East, and Europe as a
premier development & EPC firm specializing in
Energy & Infrastructure sectors, which includes
Health care as well. Under his leadership, the
company has seen tremendous growth.
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As  India ’s  Leading  Wind  Business  Media,  Our  In-Depth  Industry  Research

Allows  Us  To  Constantly  Innovate,  Understand  Your  Business  Needs  And

Bring  To  You  Excellent  Products  To  Help  Meet  Your  Goals.

Wind  Insider  is  Asia ’s  leading  business  media  in  the  wind  energy  sector.

We  create  and  deliver  highly  specialized  information  through  digital

portals,  print  publishing,  business  conference,  policy  meets,  trainings

providing  valuable  knowledge  to  individuals,  businesses  and

organizations  locally  and  globally.
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